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The residents of the Pi
Kappa Alpha Fraternity house
were forced to move out last
week after an inspection by the
Fire Marshal and building in-
spector.
The property at 94 Vernon
St. had been operating without
a Certificate of Occupancy since
June of 1992. Without such a
permit, the house cannot be lived
in. The fraternity had not re-
newed thepermitbecause reno-
vations were needed to bring
the building up to current fire
and building codes. The stu-
dents who were living in the
house were promptly relocated
into college housing.
According to Kathy
Duggan, Director of the Office
of Residential Life, the students
were moved into vacant rooms
in campus dorms. Duggan
stated that her office was trying
Trinity Welcomes Eve Eden
A New Shoulder To Lean On
"to be flexible about what [the
students'] needs are," and that
If need be, they can stay for the
semester or the year* A s s o c i .
ateDeanofStudentsKirkPeters
said that he believed that the
students will be living for free in
college housing for "the fore-
seeable future... maybeuntilthe
•endof-rhesemester." Headded
that "Wehave to protect the stu-
dents."
The official report from the
City of Hartford has not been
delivered to Pike y e t , but ac-
cording to several sources, the
repairs required range from
minor repairs to more major
renovations. A representative
from the City of Hartford be-
lieved that necessary repairs in-
cluded fixingbosestaircasebnn-
isters, covering up exposed wir-
ing, fixing dangling light fix-
tures, and marking fire exits.
Graham Johnston '94, Presi-
dent of Pi Kappa Alpha, said




has received a great deal of new
faculty, staff, and administra-
tion. One new member of the
community is Eve Eden, Trinity
College's Sexual Assault Crisis
Counselor. She also has a prac-
tice in downtown Hartford.
She received her degree in
Clinical Social Work as well as
her Masters at the University of
Michigan. This accounts for her
interest in the area of sexual as-
sault. While working with stu-
dents isn't novel for Ms. Eden,
this is the first position she has
had where she will work almost
exclusively with them.
In her Hartford practice, she
works mostly with families and
adolescents who are the victims
of domestic violence.
Ms. Eden says that in her
practice she most frequently en-
counters "People who experi-
enced an early trauma that cre-
ated problems later on. There is
a large undercurrent of sexual
assault that effects people much
later in life." She says that this
sort of trauma also relates to the
sort of things she expects to see
at Trinity.
Of her work here, she says
she wants to become more of an
educator. "As a therapist, my
job is to listen. In my role as an
educator, I am expected to [be a
speaker]. Somehow I have tp
combine the two."' Ms. Eden
wants to develop a program at
Trinity that is less antagonistic.
She is also interested in starting
more dialogues and discussions
on the issue of sexual assault.
"Being sexual in the age of
AIDS is much different than
when I was going to school.
Sexual Assault wasn't as open
as it is now. It happened, but
nobody really talked about it,"
she says. "Also, we were very
closetoprofessorsandTA's. We
would hang out in their rooms
and eat together. I think that
some of my friends had inti-
mate relationships with them.
sue of a wet or dry campus.
That issue is for administration .,
to deal with."
Ms. Eden did have some
words about the image of frater-
nities and their strong ties to
sexual assault. "I think that
when you have people living
together in the sort of arrange-
ment that they have, there is
some sort of unconscious com-
petition that takes place. There
are all of your peers watching
you, and comparing you. They
are also willing to overlook
things for you." But she contin-
ued, "I wouldn't say that [fra-
ternities] are the sole source of
sexual assault on campus."
Regardless of the type of
A Look Ai Cady's Legacv
n -.''111.1.,., f l l , , ,
Being sexual in the age of AIDS is much differ-
ent then when I was going to school. Sexual
assault wasn 't as open as it is now. It happened,
but nobody really talked about it.
—Eve Eden, Sexual Assault Crisis Counselor
Now there is a very different
reaction to that sort of relation-
ship."
According to Ms. Eden,
sexual assaults on college cam-
puses are in general the result of
alcohol. "I have never heard of
incidents of sexual assault on
college campuses where alco-
hol wasn't involved," she says.
"I don't want to discuss the is-
assault, or who it comes from,
she says that "sexual assault is
not about sex. It is about power
of one person over another."
"I have always been fasci-
nated by how someone can hear
'no' and not understand 'no', or
hear it as a 'yes'/' says Eden. "I
don't understand how that
works. I would think that if a
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Registration: "New & Improved?"
onday morning wi tnessed the unexpected out-
come of a new and improved registration
process. The changes in the registration process that
were implemented last spring created "Advising
Week," but also created an immense line of students
waiting to turn in their registration forms.
Those determined to be the first ones to register,
thus guaranteed their intended class schedules, showed
up sometime between 2:00 and 3:00 am. They brought
blankets, sleeping bags, food and flasks. The event
resembled a scene of fans awaiting the gates to open at
Soldier Field in Chicago for a January game. As the
sun came up, the line grew. At quarter to seven, the
line stretched up the stairs inside Seabury, and down
the Long Walk about half-way to the Cook Arch.
By the time the Registrar's Office opened (around
8:30), the line was several people, wide, stretching
almost all the way to the back door of Mather Hall.
Freezing cold and angry at the establishment, students
squeezed inside Seabury, down a narrow staircase
into the basement and into the Registrar's Office. Do
do what? To hand an envelope to a person, and push
their way back up the stairs and out the same way in
which they came in. Several questions were prevalent
among those in the crowd as the masses waited for the
doors to open.
First, why did everyone need to go to the Registrar's
Office? Couldn't there have been a table at the door to
the building where we could simply hand them the
forms there, avoiding the need to push and shove into
and out of Seabury's narrow confines? Of course, this
would have required the employees of the Registrar's
Office to freeze to death like the 500+ students that
waited in the cold for hours. I overheard one student
repeatedly exclaim "You know, no class at Trinity is
worth this."
Why couldn't the wtwsleilurvf!
the heated confines of Mather? In Mather, nobody
would have had to freeze, and there actually would
have been space for a larger group of employees from
the Registrar's Office to accept forms. At the front of
memonstrouslmeonMonday,werefoundtwo(warrn)
employees individually taking the forms and placing
them in a pile. This task doesn't seem to require much
training, so why couldn't there have been ten people
accepting these forms?
Second, why was there a line at all? Nobody
seemed to remember there ever being a fiasco like this
with the "old" registration process. I understand that
the idea behind the new registration process was that
students would have an entire week during which to
speak with their advisors and obtain permission of
instructor (PI) forms, instead of there being an imme-
diate race to turn the forms back in. Besides the line,
the new system didn't solve one problem.
If a class requires a PI form, then there is still an
immediate rush to run out and sign up for a class with
total disregard for one's advisor. The first x number
of people to run out and get aprofessor to sign a PI slip
for a class are the people who get into the class.
Because of this, advising week miserably fails. Stu-
dents who run out and do everything at the beginning
are rewarded for not taking the time to think about
their choices.
Another thing that deserves consideration is the
whole purpose of a PI form. Do any professors
actually sit down and talk to each student who wishes
to enroll? No, most students simply hang the forms
on a professor's door and then go back in a day or so
and pick it up. The only reason a professor wouldn't
sign the form is if the class is already full. The
advising week is a good idea, but it fails to achieve its
intended purpose.
The entire registration process is different at al-
most every single college. Some colleges simply have
lines, but others have mail in registration, and others
have automated registration. At several larger col-
leges, students are given a phone number and a time
period during which their part of the alphabet can call
in: "For Math, press 1. For English, press 2."
of a class arc laught, and who decides how many
students can be in each section. Also, it does seem that
a majority of classes on this campus are taught at the
exactsame time. Trinity's Registration process seems
to be in need of some serious re-evaluation, and The
Tripod will continue to look into these and other
aspects of the registration process.
J.L.B.
r
Peter M. Friedman '94
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In a recent Hartford Courant article
by Tom Condon regarding the Black
Alumni Reunion at Trinity College, ref-
erence was made to the seating in the
College's dining room and the fact that
many tables are all white (why many
might be all black is more complex). The
Dean of Students responded rhetorically
to an allegation that black students seg-
regated themselves with: why don't
people ask why so many tables are all
white? The Dean deserves a partial an-
swer which I base on T.C. Schelling's
"racial arithmetic".
Trinity's dining facility consists of
about 140 tables seating six students to a
table. Thus, at any one time Trinity can
seat 840 students. Let's assume that 20%
of the students are black. Racial arith-
metic tells us that if each black student
wants to eat with one black cohort, there
can be 84 tables that are mixed and 56
that must be exclusively nonblack.
Should black and nonblack students all
agree that the optimal table is integrated
at 50:50, that is only feasible if 84 of the
tables are strictly nonblack. Some tables
will have to be segregated for the others
to be feasibly integrated in that case.
There may be more pernicious rea-
sons for why so many white kids eat
Racial arithmetic tells us
that if each black student
wants to eat with one black
cohort, there can be 84
tables that are mixed and
pWfPfai'Wim be exclusively
nonblack.
together at Trinity, but it is also possible
that it is mostly the fault of arithmetic
whose logic is as valid for Trinity's din-
ing room as it is for the plans to desegre-
gate education per Sheff v. O'Neil.
Sincerely,
Andrew J. Gold
Associate Professor of Economics
The Good, The Bad...
...AndTheCIgly





1 3 open parties two Saturdays ago,
0 open parties last Saturday.
• Prof.Boyer. A month to grade tests?
Pike Pledge Party Prohibited.
Billy Joel cancels concert.
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An Find To Antagonism
JoThf ficiitor:
i rp);u-l<ili iho
thnl I have pio\iAi\;. !, of
couu-e, air. a< guilty ar- .nw, by
writing under the red light of
cinoliun nnsi l-urthrrbipoli'iii/-
ing cffiuLb :o address {lie vi>ry
issues f dttumpl to raisi*. Un-
Jors1ciiii.( though trust I Iwve
boon nuking A sciies of tjiips-
tion« about "sexism" and
"rape" for about a war now
Mkintj the u'rkile nut of the
confroiuniuinn! wrilfpn forum
and pulling ovrlioads loj'elher
in sn elft'rf to pro$>/f"»;.. If v.v
arc "bickcing" about these is-
s>ues, then it is not lime iVn 'r*.
talk, bul rathe morf talk aiiv
sidcring our opinions r.xc ah
vuiusly unreconciled. I invilc
rhf Sexual Assault F.isk Fon'e
and anyone irurrested Lo help
mo organize a comfortable fo-
/ zuoiild. however, sincerely like to end the
antagonism and at the same time have my
questions answered. Perhaps ice can achieve
this by hiking the debate out of the confron-
tational written forum and putting our
heads together in an effort to'progress.
and r.tii! havr not '•ei.niwj any
sjlKfai tory Mvwt rs. I fer.r that
iho jJwdoininaLing poivet at
personal .lgeniKi* .md poliLiir.I
ideologies, have rorrupleii d;V.-
loguo at Triniiv iV-pi'ci.'iliy
Hind i«-nps <>f gi-nuei; and
limited disconrsi1 to up.convir.c-
?, i^.c'hdM^iH ol i historic and
piMSon.il testimony.
ruirs for Jia'ogut1 and p.uivl
iiUi.iicsiiin open to {he c>imi<us
,.'again v. tl:u
|.ok:git's, i.e.,
"You don't know what ifi* like
to bed woman. t-o,ths»ri'furo...''
lor asking cerlniii iinnskabic
i!tKli;fions, [ have grown irlol-
idi ri-cl sili'nt by H\f ffiii1 of
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rilled with incnnh'«tLiblc poJili-
i"-.i! rht'toi if.
1 v, ii.jli. linu'i-w: -:P.
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n"-in andat thesiame tune have
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into a ni(i:eobji'i live educator.
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Still Searching For ConnPIRG^ Purpose
MATHEW PRINCE
Senior Copy Editor
ConnPIRG tabled in Mather
to support their latest crusade
this last week. And like hun-
dreds of other students, I was
assaulted to "sign a postcard—
strengthen the Endangered Spe-
cies Act." I had no particular
need to sign a postcard thatsup-
ported what I consider to be one
of the more hypocritical organi-
zations on campus.
I'm not arguing that the
Endangered Species Act
shouldn't be strengthened, I
don't know enough about the
issue to support one side or the
other. But I am arguing that
ConnPIRG, in its hypocrisy,
should not be allowed to speak
as a representation of us—the
students of Trinity College.
ConnPIRG is a lobbying
organization, and by virtue of
the fact that you go to this school,
you are listed as one of its sup-
porters. The issue then is not
whether what ConnPIRG sup-
ports is good or bad, but rather
whether it is in our "public in-
terest" to pay $4 for the privi-
lege of being turned into a herd
of sheep that blindly follow the
whims of "our environmental
organization."
At the same time,
ConnPIRG continues its hypoc-
risy. Two weeks ago Jim Barr
wrote an article pointing out the
obvious contradiction between
claiming to be an "environmen-
tal organization" and dropping
advertisements under all 200.0
student's doors on campus.
Not only is this a question-
able way to spend each of our
$4, but also it is* blatantly
unen vironmen tal.
ConnPIRG's defenseof this
practice, in an letter appearing
in last week's Tripod, was that
their door drop was "a critical
step in developing a market for
recycled paper." While it is true
that a market has not completely
developed for some recycled
products—plastic being the
most prominent—use of re-
cycled paper has been rising for
years now.
President Clinton just or-
dered federal agencies to "pur-
was said to be needed for.
More importantly, creating
artificial demand will over-in-
flate the market, actually hurt-
ing recycling operations in the
long run. The key here is to use
recycled paper for things that
paper needs to be used for, not
to create new uses of paper just
so you can claim that you are
creating a market.
Finally, imagine if every
organization on campusutilized
the same wasteful advertising
that ConnPIRG seems to insist
is actually beneficial. The re-
I was assaulted to "sign a postcard..." I had
no particular need to sign a postcard that
supported what I consider to be one of the
more hypocritical organizations on campus.
chase only paper with at least
20% of the contents made from
recycled trashby 1994," accord-
ing to an article titled, "Recy-
cling: Stalled at Curbside," in
the October 18th, 1993, issue of
Time Magazine. This $20 billion
worth of paper has already cre-
ated the demand that
ConnPIRG's wasteful door drop
suiting waste would be astro-
nomical, and yet ConnPIRG
would have us believe that this
would actually help the envi-
ronment? Herein lies the reason
that I don't want this lobbying
organization speaking for me,
and why other students here
shouldn't be forced into
ConnPIRG's herd.
Policy Concerning Letters To The Editor:
•Please note: Letters to The Trinity Tripod must be received by 5:00 p.m.
the Friday preceding publication the following Tuesday. Letters should ad-
dress the Editor, and not a particular individual. No unsigned or anonymous
letters will be printed, although names may be withheld if so requested after a
signature. Tlie Trinity Tripod will not publish any letter the Editorsjudged to be
an attack on an individual's character or personality.
All letters are the sole responsibility of the authors and do not necessarily
reflect the views or opinions of this paper. Letters may be of any length, but
please limit them to five-hundred words. Letters are printed according to space
availability. The Trinity Tripod reserves the right toedit all letters for clarity and
brevity. .. , . ., - .
Any letters composfedqn a Macintosh iriay besubmitted to -the Trinity
Tripod through the DocEx server in the General Resources zone of the Trinity
College network. Letters may also be submitted on Macintosh or DOS disk.
Hey Trinity...
Start your Homecoming Weekend right!!!!
D©u.t Miss Tii® Amnmai
Party On Th® (Qiuiad'













Come Watch Wesley an BURN & Support Our Football Team!!!
Free Drinks, & Free Entertainmei
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Sexual Assault Counselor
Strives For Awareness
continued from page 1
woman turns a man down, that
he wouldn't take any pleasure
out of [having non consensual
sex with her]." She describes
the problem of assault as a com-
munication breakdown, which
leads to a desire for power over
another person.
Ms. Eden says that many
men on this campus are also
very likely to have been victims
of sexual assault. "I would sus-
pect that of the two thousand
people on this campus, there
have to be some men on this
campus that have experienced
some form of sexual abuse when
they were children. This can be
very traumatizing later on.
Sexual assault is really some-
thing thatcould effect anybody.
They might not even be con-
scious of the source of their prob-
lems."
Groups such as the Peer
Monitor program try to deal
with the problem of sexual as-
sault oncampus. However, they
are not always as supported as
they could be.
Ms, Eden said of the Peer
Monitor's unrequited plea for
support from the SGA, "I don't
understand why the Student
Government wouldn't back the
program. When I was going to
school we didn't feel the need
for that kind of group, but if the
women here feel that they want
or need this kind of support here,
then I'm all for it."
"I guess ideally my goal for
this school would be to have no
sexual assault. Idon'tthink thai-
will happen, but I would like to
educate everyone on the issue
of assault," says Eden on her
goals while she is working here
at Trinity. "I would like to en-
sure the proper training of Peer
Counselors and Peer Monitors,
so that-they give a high quality
of service."
KATBERfNE MITCHELL
Eve Eden, Trinity's new
Sexual Assault Crisis
Counselor, sees her role as an
opportunity to be an educator
to the community on the
issues of sexual assault. She
hopes that her new position at
the school can help reduce
the assaults on campus.
"Trinity is like a small city.
I'm still learning the ground
rules and who all the key play-
ers are who have things to say
on these issues. I'm still assess-
ing the broader needs of the cam-
pus," says Eden. "I would like
to see more education and dia-
logues on the issue of rape and
sexual assault. I would like to
see more men involved in these
issues."
Traditionally the effort to
examine the issue of sexual as-
sault has been very sided in its
accusations and defenses. "How
to bridge the gap in a non-accu-
satory way is quite a job," says
Eden.
On the matter of confiden-
tiality, Eden said, "a lot of people
ate worried that the sessions I
have with will not be kept a
1 secret, I would like to say that
all sessions are confidential."
She desires to see and welcomes
all people who feel they might
require her services.
continued from page 1
that the list of renovations
covers compliance with new,
stricter fire codes. This in-
cludes fireproofing the base-
ment, widening the staircase,
installing fire doors, and al-
teringthe exterior fire escapes.
Johnston said that Pike has
yet to get bids from contrac-
tors,but estimated that repairs
would cost somewhere be-
tween $30,000 and $50,000. In
a statement issued to Hie Tri-
pod, Johnston said that the fra-
ternity will be working with
the College/ their alumni, and
their National to find a solu-
tion to the problem. "We're
talking major repairs," he said.
Dean Peters said he
Senses that Pike's National
organization is "reluctant to
underwrite the repairs be-
cause of [the College's] co-ed
policy." He also mentioned
that "The College is considering
helping out," but Pike is "ask-
ing Trinity for money, and we're
asking them to go co-ed." Dean
Peters stated that any final deci-
sion on this matter would prob-
social function before the end
ofthesemester,butthatevents
next semester will surely take
place.
Peters pointed out that all
of the fraternities are due for
Pike has yet to get bids from contractors, but
estimated that repairs would cost somewhere
between $30,000 and $50,000.
ably have to come from the
Trustees of the College.
Johnston said tha t while the
house doesn't have a Certificate
of Occupancy,, the fraternity is
"allowed to use it for meetings
and hang out there... we just
can't live in the house." Be-
cause of the needed repairs, last
weekend's pledge party was
canceled. Intermsoffuturepar-
ties at the Pike house, Johnston
said that it is possible that his
fraternity will have one public
an inspection from the Col-
lege this month, to assess both
structural integrity and
healthy living conditions,
"We have to ensure that these
houses are safe," he said.
A rumor circulated the
campus that the Psi-Upsilon
fraternity was in the same situ-
ation as Pike, but this is not
completely true. Psi-U was
visited by inspectors and has
been given a time period in
which to start renovations.
Statement From Pike's President
To Members of the Trinity Community:
The Brothers of Pi Kappa Alpha are issuing the following statement to dispel any rumors that may
be circulating and to better explain the recent developments involving our house at 94 Vemon Street.
On Wednesday, November 3rd, the Fire Inspector and Building Inspector from the City of Hartford
ordered all residents to be removed from our Fraternity house at 94 Vernon Street. This situation began
in January of 1992, when the Fraternity was made aware of several house renovations needed to bring
the structure up to current fire codes. It was understood by the Fraternity and the City i hat a significant
amount of time wouldbe needed to raise money and establish contracts for the work. The City extended
our certificate of occupancy so we would have sufficient time to complete these renovations. However,
this past Wednesday, to the surprise of the Fraternity and the College, the officials from the City chose
to enforce the restriction on our certificate of occupancy. As a result house residents were required to
move out, and ourcertificate of occupancy wassuspendeduntilwecompletedthenecessary renovations
to bring the house up to the current fire codes.
Fortunately, the College was able to provide on campus housing for our brothers who had lived at
94 Vernon Street. The Fraternity has been working closely with the College, the City of Ilartford, our
alumni, and our National to find a solution to this problem so that the residents ma>
&ehoi4§e;can be brought up to code. , ,-., ' " "-•'"-••*•
^•^pdnrecetvihgacertified letter from the City"6i__ .
the date- of (hat letter la establish the funding and contractors necessary to complete the rpquired
renovations. While restricting any brothers from living in the house, the Fire Inspector has permitted
the Fraternity to use the building for meetings and social events.
The existence of the Fraternity on the Trinity campus and its membership is not at all being
threatened, and contrary to the widespread rumors, the house is not condemned.
The brothers of Pi Kappa Alpha appreciate your understanding of this matter, and we would like
to thank those members of the Trinity Community who have helped us with this situation.
Graham Johnston '94, President
Epsilon Alpha Chapter of Pi Kappa Alpha
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FM radio station has been plan-
ning a move from their old of-
fices for ten years. Their goal
will be reached next weekend as
they move their studios, offices,
and transmitter to the High Rise
Dormitory.
WRTC's studio is currently
noons from 3:30 - 5:00, said that
it is really difficult to accommo-
date requests, as most of the
music library is not in their cur-
rent studio.
He is really looking forward
to the move, as the new studio
will not only be more spacious,
but it will have better air circula-
tion and heating conditions,
which will prolong the life of
the records.
WRTC has been in the process of moving for
the past several weeks and has most of its
music collection in its new High Rise loca-
tion, though they still are broadcasting from
the Cook basement.
located in the basement of Cook
B, and has its transmitter located
atop the Clement Chemistry
building, However, due to
cramped conditions, lack of air
circulation, and all around in-
convenience, the radio station
simply "outgrew our old facil-
ity," according to Music Direc-
tor Claire Pingel '95.
WRTC has been in the pro-
cess of moving for the past sev-
eral weeks, and has most of its
music collection in its new High
Rise location/though they still
are broadcasting from the Cook
basement.
David Rhodes '95, a DJ of a
hard rock show Sunday after-
He says that it is difficult
for the actual move to take place
since the station is always on the
air, but hopefully by next Satur-
day, in time for Homecoming
weekend, WRTC will be broad-
casting from their new location.
Jon Moskowitz '96, sports-
caster for the radio station and
deputy director of sports pro-
gramming was enthused about
the move. He said that the new
headquarters would give the
sports department improved
technology and make their jobs
easier.
"The move will improve the
quality of our broadcasts be-
cause our sound engineers will
be able to broadcast from the •
main control room instead of-
the alternate control room. The
improved phone lines should
also increase the clarity of our
productions," said the voice of
the Bantam football for the past
two years.
While the move is almost
complete, there is still a great
deal of work ahead. Moving the
transmitter from its present lo-
cation to High Rise will require
a lot of work. The large antenna
will require the use of heavy
equipment to move it from its
present location. The noise of
this work has already disturbed
some of the morning Chemistry
classes held this past week.
During one 8:30 class on Tues-
day, there was so much noise
that the lecture was interrupted
twice.
The greater range in trans-
mission and the clearer sotmd
that will result will be well worth
the effort, according to the en-
thusiasm WRTC associates have
shown.
The WRTC staff is very ex-
cited about their new move and
hopes that it will be able to bet-
ter serve the Trinity and Hart-
ford communities from its new
studio.
The move is a long time in
the making for, as Ms. Pingel
said, "it's been something we've
been talking about for tenyears."
COLLEGE DISCOUNT
Hey, you don't
need a Harvard degree
to ski for less at Stratton.
Just a college ID? Present
it at any Stratton ticket
window and you can ski
for $10 off any Sunday
thru Friday! ($5 off
Saturdays and holidays.)
So, c'mon, do the ski
thing, and get 92 mind-
bending trails, a speedy
57-cabin gondola and all
the downhill your brain,
can take! Heck, with
great savings like this,
you can ski all year and
not be a poor student.
* Muse be 25 years of age or less,
with other supporting I.D, (license).
Steflton
VERMONT
The stories which you are about to read are taken directly from the
files of Trinity College's Department of Campus Safety. The names of
those involved have been eliminated in order to protect the imwcentand
the guilty. Please.note that all suspects arc innocent until proven guilty
hi a court of law.'This feature of the News section is designed to better
"inform the College community of the day to day work of Campus Safety
officers.
Starting Stuff
In all respects, it seems that the last week was quite
mellow on campus. Students were undoubtedly catching up
on sleep and work from Halloween weekend and planning
and scheming for the soon to arrive Homecoming weekend.
There weren't many parties, and there weren' t many security
matters to be dealt with.
Hold it. I know some of you are going to say "Hmm. No
parties, no security problems. Just eliminate those parties
and you'll be set." Tis incorrect logic, as on Halloween
weekend there were tons of parties and hordes of intoxicated




Do you know where your Saab is?
Car Crash
On October 30th there was an accident on the corner of
College Terrace and Summit Streets between a student and a
non-student. Neither party was severely injured, but (of
course) the air bag on the student's car deployed. Both cars
suffered damages. The accident is currently listed as being
the other person's fault. As a result of the accident, Campus
Safety will be calling on the Hartford Police to ticket & tow
cars parked too close to the intersection of College Terrace
and Summit Streets.
Yo Mr./Mrs. Red Saab, get the message?
Quad on Quad
Remember the Quad Jam? Well some students got
nailed by Campus Safety for driving their ferocious four-
wheel friend on the quiet and quintessential LSC Quad. At
2:30 am on November 3rd the hip highwaymen were hailed
by Campus Safety while doing doughnuts on the lawn.
According to Campus Safety, "Alcohol appeared to have
been a factor" in the matter. The incident has been referred to
the Dean of Students Office.
Pumpkins Plummeting
In the past fortnight, several pretty & plump pumpkins
have plummeted from their perpetual paces of rest in resi-
dential residences. The poor parading pumpkins gratefully
tested gravity and landed with a thudbh sidewalks. Campus
Safety has called on the SPCP (that's Society to Prevent




Invites his old friends




Hot Tomatoe's and the Train Station)
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Currari Examines Architect
Cadjrfs Work Including St A's
continued from page I
sources." The subject of Cady fi t in to her
interests perfectly. As more facts were
uncovered it became apparent that
Cady's work coincided with Curran's
specialty interests in German, American,
and the German influence on American
architecture in the 19th century.
Although currently focusing on the
19th century, Professor Curran is a mod-
ernist, teachingarchitectural history from
1750 to the present day. Her studies
include English and French architecture
and the courses she teaches cover these
areas, including 20th Century Architec-
ture which is offered in the spring.
The seminar uncovered much origi-
nal material on Cady. It is the most
detailed studyofthearchitectsince Mont-
gomery SchuyJer's article, "The Works
of Cady, Berg and See," for the Great
American Architects series in 1897. The
Cady and the firm are also respon-
sible for 15 buildings at Yale, 3 at Wes-
leyan, 2 at Williams, a number of ecclesi-
astical buildings, hospitals, and resi-
dences. Their two most famous build-
ings are the Metropolitan Opera House,
demolished in the 1960's, and the 77th St.
facade of the American Museum of Na I u-
ral History in New York.
Cady was one of the top five archi-
tects of the late 19th century, but was for
the most part forgotten in later years. He
did not follow the flashy and decorative
style of his contemporaries, including
H.H. Richardson and Charles Gamier.
Instead Cady and his firm were inter-
ested in highly demonstrative buildings
that were concerned with function and a
synthesis with their surroundings.
The structures exhibit the influence
of German training, especially that of
Cady and Berg. Their work has been
Cady was one of the top five architects of the late 19th-
century, but was for the most part forgotten in later
years. He did not follow the flashy and decorative style of
his contemporaries, including H.H. Richardson and
Charles Gamier.
lecture covered highlights and summa-
rized the findings of their research.
Cady attended Trinity for one year
in 1857asa"universitystudent" and was
considered part of the Class of 1860. He
received a B. A. for that year and then an
honorary M. A. in 1880 and an honorary
LL.D. in 1905. His firm Cady, Berg and
See opened in 1868 and remained active
for 36 years.
Their work was executed in the New
York City area, including Brooklyn and
New Jersey, and also at some New En-
gland colleges.
Two buildings for Trinity College
were designed by Cady who had fond
feelings for the school and was a mem-
ber of St Anthony Haft (Del ta Psi fra ter-
nity). He is.responsible for the chapter
house of St, Anthony Hall, a historical
landmark, and the now demolished Jarvis
Hall of Science which was replaced with
McCook.
overshadowed by the popularity of the
Richardsonian Revival, an architectural
movementofthetirne. Their style differs
by their attention to functkmalism and
contextualist concerns.
An interest in the work of Cady and
his firm will hopefully be reignited to-
day and in the future. The majority of the
buildings survive and are successful in
form and function.
The work o f Prof, Curran and those
• who have assisted her has provided for a
more detailed understanding of Cady's
work and the possibility fora future of
recognition. 77ie exhibit and catalog es-
say by Professor Curran should be exam-
ined by anyone interested as they are
extremely informative and themostcom-
prehensive s ources on the architect avail-
able,
The Josiah Cleveland Cady exhibit
will be on display in the Watkinson Li-
brary until January 1994.




A meal that is. Join people on your campus and
thousands of other smdents across the country in
Oxfam America's 20th annual Vast for a World
Harvest cmnpaipt. Whether you sign away a meal,
attend an Oxfam Hunger Banquet, or simply make a
donation, you'll be supporting long-term solutions to
poverty and hunger in 30 nations, including the U.S.
Fast Nov. £1
Sign up Nov. 8 & 9
. Mather Lobby all day
Hunger Banquet Nov. 15









Hunger and Homelessness Week
first started in 1972 a t Villanova and has
since sp read to schools across the coun-
try. The main purpose of the week is to
raise awareness of the systemic prob-
lems of hunger and homelessness in
America and the world. Through a
series of events during this week,
planned in communities around the
country, we ran involve thousands of
students and citizens in creating posi-
tive change through service and action.
November 15-19 is National Hun-
ger and Homelessness Week, held an-
nually the week before Thanksgiving.
Trinity ConnPIRG is anticipating
the week by j oining Oxfam America for
its 20th AnnualFastforWorldHarvest.
In 28 countries throughout Asia, the
Americas, and the Caribbean, Oxfam
combats hunger by striking at its roots.
That means helping poor people gain
access to economic "building blocks,"
such as land, water, seeds, tools, and
training.
The fast is a fund-raising and edu-
cational activity. Students donate the
money they would have spent on 1-3
meals to fight hunger and support
Oxfam projects world wide. Fifty per-
cent of the money or food collected will
also go to Hartford's Food Share, who is
the primary source of food distribution
to local area shelters. CormPIRG will be
holding the fast on November 1 lth.
The official Hunger and Home-
lessness Week will begin Monday, No-
vember 15th, with the Global Dinner,
The Glob al Dinner is a Simula tidn of the
food distribution world wide. The
guests will represent a.pafricul;
portion of the community in. each eco-
nomic category. Sixty percent of tiie
guests wiil sit on the floor eating a Third
World meal. Twentyfivepercentof the
quests will sit in chairs ea ting a Secorid
World dinner. The remainder of the
guests will be served a gouirriet dinner
and waited on by the Dean of Students
Office. Director of Marriott Food Ser-
vices Vijay Sharma has been helpful
and generous by donating the all the
food for the Global Dinner. Monetary
donations will be accepted at the door
On November 16th there will be an
educational display on the quad, en-
couraging students to get involved and
help combathunger and homelessness.
On the next day, at 8:00 pm in the Cave,
there will be a panel of speakers. The
event is called "Faces of the Homeless,"
which will begin with a couple of vid-
eos.
The first is produced by the Na-
tional Coalition for the Homeless and a
second is by Hartford's own Voices of
Reason. The panel will then consist of a
number of currently or formerly home-
. less indivfiiuals, who will share their
stories and discuss what they are doing
now. This is intended as an opportu-
nity to not only get a true understand-
ing of the homeless situation but also to
gain insight on how to help end it.
The panel will then be followed by
the National Sleep-out. It is a creative
tool for advocacy, protest, and educa-
tion.
A sleep-out is perhaps the first
chance for students to spend a night
without shelter or to have some conver-
sation with those people who are home-
less about their situation.
On Thursday, November 18th,
ConnPIRG wiil sponsor a food drive.
Volunteers will go door to door in the
kitchen dorms and to local grocery stores
asking for donations of canned food to
give to Food Share and local shelters.
The event, according to its organizers,
is a chance to
less. Laslly, on November 16th
ConnPlKG will host a party to thank all
of those who volunteered their time
and service. It's also a chance to cel-
ebrate a successful Hunger and Home-
less Week.




967 D Farmington Avenue
Vy. Hartford CT 06107
236-6851
Kuplan believes in this:
do it. And do it again. It's
a sure-fire way to build
confidence and speed,
and overcome weak areas.




with fully explained right
and wrong answers. More
released tests. More
guidance about where
you, personally, need to
practice. Makes perfect.
PRACTICE
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Election Day '93: Hartford and Beyond
D\/ T A \ / C A r n r x T -K r't • . . ftp'BYJAYSARZEN
Metro-Hartford Political Writer
Election day 1993 turned
out simply golden for the Re-
publican party and for those
who wanted a change. Right
here in Hartford, voters wit-
nessed one of the many stun-
ning upsets that took place in
elections all across the country.
The incumbent Mayor of Hart-
ford, Carrie Saxon-Perry, was
unseated by a Hartford
firefighter named Mike Peters
in a race that many thought
Perry would easily win. Peters,
who placed second to Perry in
the September Democratic pri-
mary, ran as an independent
Democrat and not only unseated
the incumbent, but handed her
a crushing defeat as well.
With 100% of the districts
reporting, Peters won an aston-
ishing 61% of the vote to Perry's
37%; indeed, this translated into
a winning margin of 5,700 votes
out of approximately 21,000
votes cast. Out of 27 voting
districts in Hartford, Perry only
garnered 9 of those districts; all
but one of them in the North end
of Hartford. This was the
deathknell of Perry's defeat.
Saxon-Perry had been ex-
pected to do well in Frog Hol-
low and other neighborhoods
surrounding Trinity in the South
End. Obviously,thisisnotwhat
happened, and for a mayor who
had been handily elected in 1987
as a successor to Thirman
Milner, and strongly re-elected
in 1989 and 1991, the defeat was
a bitter reminder of the old ad-
age, "What have you done for
me lately?"
Nevertheless, both sides of
the Mayoral race looked for rea-
sons for either defeat or victory.
Perry's people, and even Perry
herself, simply dismissed the
election loss as sheer racism. For
an electorate that is overwhelm-
ingly minority, and due to the
fact that she had been elected to
the office of mayor and subse-
quently re-elected, this was in-
deed a bold statement. Peters'
people seemed to make a more
accurate assessment when they
said the big reason for Peters'
victory was crime and gang vio-
lence in the streets of Hartford.
Crime was the impetus behind
Peters' campaign, and he has
said that he will make fighting
crime his number one priority,
something that he said the vot-
ers did not believe Perry was
committed to doing.
For Mayor-elect Peters, the
pathway to success hinges on
two factors: the City Council
and his ability to reach out to
blacks in the North End of Hart-
ford. With the return of three
Republicans to the City Council
and the addition of two inde-
pendent Democrats who ran
with Peters, Peters has a 5-4
majority with which to work on
programs. This bodes well for
the mayor-elect. However, as a
Peters' aide stated on election
night, "Mike cannot neglect the
North End. He has to reach out
to them and show them that he
wants to work with them. He
cannot just be a South End
mayor." For Mayor-elect Pe-
ters, the mandate is clear: he
Southington, as was the case in
many towns in suburban Con-
necticut, the Republicans re-
gained control of the Town
Council.
Republicans have even
greater reason to be happy as
Out of 27 voting districts in Hartford, Perry
only garnered 9 of those districts; all but one
of them in the North end of Hartford. This
was the deathknell of Perry's defeat.
now has to work with that man-
date starring December 7th and
govern the way he promised the
voters of Hartford.
In spite of Mayor Perry's
loss, Democrats did not do that
badly in Connecticut as a whole.
They did manage to hold onto
the mayor's office in New Ha-
ven and Waterbury with John
DiStefano and Edward Bergin
winning their respective cities'
mayoral races. The Democrats
also managed to maintain con-
trol of East Hartford and West
Hartford with Robert
DeCrezenzo winning the
mayor's race in East Hartford
and Democrats winning the
Town Council in West Hartford.
However, in the hinter-
lands of Connecticut, Republi-
cans made strong gains. In New
Britain, long considered a Demo-
cratic stronghold, the GOP can-
didate Linda Blogoslawski nar-
rowly defeated her opponent,
Lucian Pawlak. And in
the result of the three important
elections that held national sig-
nificance. As a service to those
Bantams who live in New Jer-
sey, New York City, and Vir-
ginia, take notice: the Demo-
crats were ousted from power.
In New Jersey, the incumbent
governor Jim Florio, a Demo-
crat who introduced the largest
tax-hike in the history of New
Jersey, fell prey to Republican
Christie Whitman, who is the
first female to be elected Gover-
nor of New Jersey. This race
was especially important be-
cause it was seen not only as a
referendum on the Clinton Ad^
ministration and its policies, but
as a repudiation of burdensome
taxes. Indeed, both the Presi-
dent and Mrs. Clinton showed
up in New Jersey to stump for
the governor, and voters listed
Florio's tax hike as a main rea-
son for turning him out of office.
In New York City, the em-
battled incumbent David
Dinkins lost to his Republican
challenger, Rudy Giuliani, a
former federal prosecutor who
ran a law and order campaign in
a city ravaged by crime and vio-
lence. Like the outgoing Gover-
nor of New Jersey, the outgoing
M ayor of New York also had the
President campaign for him but
ultimately lost due to voter an-
ger with his performance.
Finally, in Virginia, conser-
vative RepublicanGeorge Allen
won a decisive victory over
Mary Sue Terry, a moderate
Democrat who did not employ
theservices of PresidentClinton,
but nonetheless lost to a tide of
anti-Clinton, anti-Wilder (the
outgoing governor who could
not run due to a term limit law
in Virginia), and anti-Robb (the
wildly unpopular Democratic
U.S. Senator who is being chal-
lenged by Wilder for the Sena-
torial nomination) backlash.
This sums up Election Day
'93. In Connecticut, the Demo-
crats did not do that badly.
However, with three elections
with national implications go-
ing to the Republicans, and three
other elections (the Mayor of
Los Angeles and two open U.S.
Senate seats in Georgia and
Texas) going to the Republicans,
Election Day '94 is suddenly
looming larger as both parties
prepare to contest the House of
Representatives, one third of the
Senate, and several governor-
ships.
1975 Revisited: Not With Clogs, But Food
BYANDYLEVINE
& PAT G1NGRAS
Metro-Hartford Writer & Editor
If you're expecting another
one of those reviews with words
such as "orgasmic," "master-
piece," "heavenly," "amazing,"
"no joke," "succulent," "unbe-
lievable," or such famous say-
ings as "this place does not kid
around," then you're reading
the wrong restaurant review.
This week we ate at The Golden
Pepper Restaurant and found
out the hard way that our res-
taurant reviewing days are not
all going to be a bowl of honey.
Letus take youback to 1975.
Imagine a ro om filled with noth-
ing but red vinyl and fake wood
paneling. Then top it off with
fake flowers, paper place mats
anda waiter /maitre'd/cashier/
Saturday Night Fever fan who
runs the entire operation. Now
you have taken an imaginary
trip to The Golden Pepper, land
of cheesy 1970's Chinese restau-
rants. This place is so outdated,
it's almost hip.
Nothing needs to be said
about the menu, except that
you've seen ones identical to it
many times before. Now for the
hard part, the food.
Andy: As usual, I started
out with Wonton Soup. But
unlike the usual, it was sad.
Rather than finding light and
tender morsels of wonton float-
ing in my broth, I was rudely
accosted by chewy, thickly-
coated and obviously pre-fro-
zen excuses for those cuddly
littlethingswecallwontons. The
broth, which had several bits of
material (which I believe were
vegetables) floating in it, was
bland and begged with water-
De&taurant
Review
ing eyes for added salt.
Pat: I chose Hot & Sour
Soup. It certainly was hot, and I
have no qualms about saying
that it was much too hot (spicy).
One spoonful of this soup could
send even the most avid fan of
tabasco running for water. Be-
sides the overpowering
spiciness of the soup, the dish
was rather bland. Everything in
it was simply too hot to handle.
I needed my water glass filled
up perpetually.
Andy: After doing battle
with my paltry wonton soup,
my next mission was to eat the
even-more-thickly-coa ted-and-
chewy Steamed Dumplings that
lay before my fearful eyes. To
say more about these untasty
balls would be an insult to our
readers.
Pat: The dumplings we had
next werehonestlynotthatbad.
They were chewy and seemed
premade, but they tasted okay.
Perhaps it was that I was re-
lie ved to get away from the fiery
soup. They tasted not much
different from most others I've
had, and the sauce, albeit only a
soy sauce, was a nice comple-
ment. The meal took a deathly
plunge after this.
Andy: For my main course
I chose Chicken with Garlic
Sauce, and, all jokes aside, it
wasn't that bad. It wasn't good,
though, mind you, and boy was
it small. And if there's one sav-
ing grace for any below-par
Chinese restaurant, it's that you
get a portion that just doesn't
quit. The best way to describe
this dish is that it was what you
would expect from Great Wall
on a bad night. Mmmmmrn,
Great Wall General Tso's
Chicken!
Pat: General Tsao's
Chicken was, as usual, my en-
tree choice. From the first bite to
the last, I was unhappy. I broke
open each piece before I forced
it down, and found not one piece
of pure, genuine, honest-to-
goodness white meat. Lots of
gristle and fat, lots of breading
andgrease. The sauce was noth-
ing to write home about, unless
you're into telling your parents
about bad sauces. I begged
Andy for some of his dish. It
was, actually, better than mine.
Lucky for this restaurant
our check came to a reasonable
$30.00 including tax and tip, al-
though we were ready to drop a
five spot on the table and run.
The one-man-band did a
pretty good job with the service,
and he was rather nice about
serving us bad food. But his
work was helped out by the fact
that we were at one of only two
occupited two tables.
Golden Pepper is located
on 144 Shield Street (Off New
Britain Ave. inside the Salva-
tion Army Plaza) in Elmwood-
West Hartford. If you'd like to
call, the number is 953-6777.
Andy: Well, I hope some of
you out there who are jealous of
the fact that we get to go out to
dinner free once a week are fi-
nally happy.
Being Restaurant Reviewer
for The Tripod is not all fun and
games, and sometimes you've
got to strap it on and brave the
elements. But someone's got to
do it. For a meal that, let's just
say, was not good, I give Golden
Pepper 2 Bee Gee's 8-Tracks out
of 5.
Pat: Danger and fear must
often be overcome by a restau-
rant reviewer. It goes with the
territory. When it rains, itpours.
The early bird catches the worm.
Like Andy said, it's not always
as glamorous as it seems.
Golc!en;i%>per gets 2 K-Tel Al-
bums out of 5.
The Writing^Center
Individual Tutoring Services






Late night hours in Mather Hall
Sun, Mon, and Thurs 10 PM 'til Midnight
Drop in or call 2468 for an appointment.
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Steel Wood
Alumni rockers Fell Herdeg '93
and Craig Woerz '93 had an early
homecoming this past weekend, as
Steel Wood playedatA.D. on Friday
Night. Herdeg, former bass player
and vocalist in Greasy Spoon, was a
welcome addition to theband, which
has been known in the past to sound
more like "limp wool" than steel
wood.
The party featured A.D.'s usual
lovely aroma and inch and a half of
beer sludge on the floor. Alightrain
and the open patio made the party
far more tolerable. Around Trinity
did not fail to notice the absence of
many A.D. regulars who were away
for the weekend, resting up for the
field hockey game.
Rumor #1
One could argue whether or not
it is too early to start talking about
Christmas, but it is surely too early
to start all rumors about Spring
Weekend 1994. However, Around
Trinity thinks that it's not too soon to
start wondering about who might
be featured at Winter Weekend.
Recently heard at the 9 items or less
aisle is that Cracker could show up
at Trinity in the near future, A
spokesman for TCAC was "neither
able to confirmnoi.de.ny" tbeuumor.
Rumor #2
Michael Damian will be re-en-
tering the music scene by debuting a
new album in The Underground
Coffeehouse. Rob and Fab may be
singing backup on this masterpiece.
Pizza Update
Several, major changes in the
incredible world of Trinity pizza
delivery have occurred in. the last
week or so. The hot dog man has
driven pizza purveyors to extreme
lengths.
First, Broadway Pizza on Broad
Street was renamed "USABzza."
Second, Campus Pizza has
splurged and bought a new sign for
the roof of one of their cars.
Third, Around Trinity has
learned that both Campus and Ser-
geant Pepperoni deliver cigarettes,
but Sergeant Pepperoni also deliv-
ers slices.
Fourth, a source says that Pizza
Hut refused to deliver a large order
to the Trinity Campusbeeause of the
gang situation in the neighborhood;
Smacked-n-JackedH
Oh no! Smackhead is breaking
up (again), and their last show will
be held on Friday, November 19 th in
The Cave. Ska sensations
Springheeled Jack, featuring Pat
Gingras '94 will also be making their
Trinity debut, as will kegs (which





Radio personality, writer, actor and
performer Spalding Gray will perform at
the Goodwin Theater of the Austin Arts
Center onSaturday night, November 20th
at 8:00 p.m.. Gray is currently perform-
ing sold-out performances at Lincoln
Center, New York City. This is a benefit
performance for Film Trailers on AIDS, a
nonprofit AIDS educational media
project. Tickets are $18 for students.
Hurry and reserve your ticket because
tickets are limited!
Concert organist John Rose will
present the "Clarence Watters Memorial
Recital" at the Trinity College Chapel on
Sunday, November 14th, at 3:00 p.m..
Rose's performances is part of the 1993-
94 Trinity College Organ Series. Rose's
program will include works from Vierne,
Watters and Liszt, among others. Trinity
students and faculty get in FREE!!
The Center Artist Series and the Trin-
ity College's Women's Center presents
Rever-ber-erations, a performance by a
trio of Kuna/Rappahannock Native
American sisters who comprise the
Spiderwoman Theater. The
Spiderwoman Theater is the oldest con-
tinually running women's theater in
North America. The sis ters combine com-
edy and satire and present in a no-frills
manner what can be referred to as street
theater. The performance is a Trinity
College Performancepass Event and will
take place in Goodwin Theater on Satur-
day, November 13th, at 8:00 p.m..
oetry and the-
in French by Lompagnie
Beaucla ir, a French then ter compa ny. 7 he
performance is being sponsored by Trin-
ity College's Departments of Modern
Languages, English, Theater and Dance;
the Alliance Francaise; the Lecture Com-
mittee; the Dean of the Faculty; and the
Center Artists Series. Itwillbeat8:00PM
in Goodwin Theater, Austin Arts Center,
on Monday, November 22nd. Admis-
sion is FREE!
On Wednesday, November 10th at
6:45 p.m. in the Cave, there will be an
auction to benefit the United Way/ Com-
bined Health Appeal Community Cam-
paign. The auction will consist of goods
and services that students would want
or use. Items will range in value from $3




Lunch. Professor Martha Risser will dis-
cuss her archaeological Project at
Caesaria, Israel. Hillel House,12:00.
November 15: movie and good food;
Hillel house, 6:00 p.m..
November 16: Challah Baking Work-
shop. 4:00-6:00 p.m.. Student Board
Meeting. 6:00 p.m.. Hillel House.
, City Term will be offered for Spring
1994. City-Term is an open-semester
internship program for Trinity juniors
and seniors interested in urban affairs
and the dynamics of city life. Students
undertake a semester-long internship
with a local, non-profit organization or
public sector agency and work four days
per week, Monday through Thursday.
Students also gain four academic credits.
For more information, please contact the
Internship Office at x2382.
Trinity College welcomes Improvi-
sational comedian Andy Fleischmann on
Friday, Saturday and Sunday, Novem-
ber 19th, 20th and 21st at 8:00 p.m..
Fleischmann's improvisations have gone
on to fame and fortune on "Saturday
Night Live" and in Hollywood.
Fleischmann's one-man show includes
audience participation and character
improvisations. Tickets are only $3, so
cgll -.theji-lartford Areas Rally Together
"society1 at525-3449 for reservations.
I Y
ana rl tin. I mini
Trinity College's Department of
Philosophy presents Professor Aryeh
Mbtzkin of Boston University, On De-
cember 7th at 5:30 p.m.. Professor
Motzkin will discuss "Maimonides on
the Imagination." The lecture is co-spon-
sored by The Leonard E. Greenberg En-
dowment for Judaic and Middle Eastern
Studies and will take place in McCook.
The Philosophy Department is also
sponsoring a lecture on "Getting off the
Seesaw: Wittgenstein & Skepticism" by
Mr. Ed Witherspoon of-Vhe University if
Pittsburgh, The lecture is free and willbe
held on Tuesday, November 16th,at6:00
r> TI :~ McCcrk nP1
QisSifiii
SPRING BREAK 7 Nights From $299
Includes: Air, Hotel, Transfers, Parties
and More!
NASSAU PARADISE ISLAND CANCUN
JAMAICA SAN JUAN
Organize a small group-Earn FREE trip
plus commissions!
1-800-GET-SUN-1
**FREE TRIPS & CASHI**
Call us and find out how hundreds of
students are already earning FREE TRIPS
and LOTS OF CASH with Amer ica ' s
#1 Spring Break company!
Choose Cancun, Bahamas, Jamaica,
Panama, Daytona or Padre! CALL NOW!
TAKE A BREAK STUDENT TRAVEL
(800) 328-SAVE or (617) 424-8222
CRUISE SHIP JOBS!
Students needed! Earn $2000+
monthly. Summer/holidays/full time.
World travel. Caribbean, Hawaii, Europe,
Mexico. Tour Guides, Gift Shop Sales,
Deck Hands, Casino Workers, etc. No
experience necessary.
CALL 602-680-4647, Ext. C147.
NEED 10 PEOPLE TO LOSE WEIGHT,
AND TEACH OTHERS TO DO THE SAME.
NO DIET OR DRUGS.
EARN $500 TO $1500 PER MONTH
IF YOUR SERIOUS—CALL: 568-5153
WANTED: I'M THE ONE WEARING THE
BLUE AND YELLOW STRIPED JACKET
(shhh...The American Heritage College
Dictionary, Third Edition). If you met
anyone else on your way to find me,
write and tell us about it, and star in a
national promotion! SGM, Houghton
Mifflin Company, 222 Berkeley St., 8th
Floor, Boston, MA 02116.
MAKE MONEY PLAYING NINTENDO
VIDEO GAMES ANYWHERE IN THE
NATION. IF YOU ARE AVAILABLE
VARIOUS DAYS AND HOURS BETWEEN
NOV. 20 AND DEC.26, CALL GRETCHEN
HOMINY AT 1-800-229-5260 FOR MORE
INFORMATION.
GREEKS & CLUBS
RAISE UP TO $1,000 IN JUST ONE WEEK'
For your fraternities, sororities, & cJubs
Plus $1,000 for yourself!
And a FREE T-SHIRT just for calling.
1-800-932-0528 Ext.75
CRUISE SHIPS NOW HIRING-Earn
up to $2,000+/month working on Cruise
Ships or Land-Tour companies. World
travel. Summer & Full-Time employment
available. No experience necessary. For
more information call 1-206-634-0468
ext.c5079.
TRAVEL FREE TO JAMAICA,
CANCUN, NASSAU, FLORIDA FOR
SPRING BREAK WITH SUN BOUND
VACATIONS. ORGANIZE A
SMALL GROUP AS A COLLEGE






Campus Mail them to box 1310
by Wi. iinoJ i\ bt ion pubm. in n\
Now at...
estudic
The Long Day Closes Tues
In the Line of Fire
Menace It Society









Tuesday, November 16, 7:00 p.m.
Alumni Lounge/Mather Hall 2nd f I
K e y players from Gbbd Assets/Management
be present.
For additional information about career opportunities at Bankers Trust,
call anytime 1-800-551-9333;
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Acclaimed Author To
Share New Work
Jtewell Rhodes will read from her fiction Nov. 16th. "lE •*"<»
BY JOANNA AfARSDEt'J
Jewel] Parker Rhodes, ,i
former vibiting Pr ofes-.orof Yn
gltsh at Inntty and acdainuHi
author, is- "Hum ing to campus
to J ead from her new fiLtian
Cum ntlv, she isa Full Pro-
tcssor and Distinguished
Teacher at Call tornia State Un i-
veiMty, Norliuidge. Her Jfcffst
novel, VodoQ Dreaips, was pub-'
; 'Vodappteanti has been se-
lected for (he Barnes & Noble
"Disco\ erNew Author Series/'
cirid has. received a rare dia-
mond from Kiikus Reviews..
KhciJcvi •\vt'";ewell 'hcr-
helf has had work published in
several magazines. She ha'.alto
won the National Endowment
for the Arts Award in Fiction,
and has been nominated forthe
Pushcart Prize. , ' , . ;
Sh* wi}t t&ct for th^Trb.-
Prc-s f-jtuh\ Club




On Tuesday, November 2,
the Judy Dworin Performance
Ensemble's performance, en-
titled "Her Dream Stories (to be
continued)," proved an in-
tensely absorbing and confron-
tational multi-arts experience.
The first piece of the four-
piece show, "Lulu and the
Moon," is a playful and inven-
tive rendition of Man's quest to
possess, to dominate. In this
engaging performance Orion
Duckstein plays acharacterwho,
after conquering and taming the
animal/woman Lulu (Judy
Dworin, Professor of Dance at
Trinity), sets his sights upon the
moon, With Lulu leashed at his
side, he leaps and climbs lad-
ders in an effort to possess the
moon. Yet despite his determi-
nation the moon will no t be had
by him and begins to descend
toward Lulu; a seeming triumph
of the female, but as the orb
floats downward it ceases to
glow, and though Lulu catches
the moon, she is still a helpless
animal.
"Axe Dance" explores gen-
der relations from, a more radi-
cal point of view. Three women
alternately hack at their bodies
with toy axes as they lament the
lies their flattering lover has
told them. Bach sighing com-
plaint by the women is hilari-
ously punctuated by a melodra-
matic axe-chop and a
b a t t e r y - o p e r a t e d ,
"Psycho"-esque shriek. Their
lover (Duckstein) enters, dances
with thewomen, and thenclum-
BY C. CLIFTON FULLER IV
News Writer
The Pet Shop Boys have
been around for almost ten
years, which ought to make even
the youngest undergrads at
Trinity feel old. A sure sign of
their longevity is the fact that
they have a greatest hits collec-
tion, Discography - but they
(Neil Tenant and Chris Lowe)
are still together as a band.
And yet their latest release,
Very, seems to be a reunion of
sorts. The "album celebrates
their sound for what it is. That
sound? A pastiche of dance,
club, techno and trance, and of
course theirpatron saint: Disco.
See, the Pet Shop Boy s ha ve
been faithful to the Disco divini-
ties all this time. While Disco
"died" in the early 80's they con-
tinued to draw from it, collect-
ing such hits as "West End
Girls," "What Have I Done to
Deserve This?", and a terrific
cover of Willie Nelson's "Al-
ways On My Mind."
Now that disco has re-
emerged as a revival of sorts in
both the greater culture (ABBA
and the Village People, clogs and
marijuana) and in the immedi-
ate environment (all of the
above: see Elmo late night), they
seem to be asking everyone,
"What took you guys so long?"
It is easy to overlook them
now, but they are still dedicated
followers of fashion, as evi-
denced from Very. This is a
solid *>ffort. The standard ele-
ments of a Pet Shop Boys album
are all here: pop hooks, infec-
tious beats, inane lyrics, Neil
Tenant's fragile, soaring voice
(washed through so many
sound sequencers and what-
have-you that even / could
sound good).
They don't often take you
to unpredictable places, but the
places that they do take you to
on Very are familiar and
dancable.
Some highlights on the al-
bum include the first track and
their first single release, "Can
You Forgive Her?" Tenant's
vocals on this one, juxtaposed
with the subversive lyrics, give
an eerie gravity it all: "Remem-
ber when you were more easily
led / Behind the cricket pavil-
ion and the bicycle shed? /
Trembling as your dreams came
true / You looked right into
those blue eyes and knew / It
was love."
"The Theatre" is the
epitome of their Disco Gothic
sound, with its intimations of
Phantom of the Opera - gothic,
majestic organ, synthesized
strings, and operatic, female
vocals faintly screaming in the
mix, and then a condemning,
foreboding message: "You pre-
tend not to notice all the years
you'vebeenhere...thebumsyou
step over as you leave the the-
atre." An aural mini-epic and
the best song on the album.
"Different Point of View"
is catchy and predictable. "I
Normally Wouldn't Do This
Kind of Thing" is similar, except
when a killer dance beat is
tucked in which is more inter-
esting than the song itself. It
unfortunately disappears afler
about 10 seconds (probably
teleporting to the 12" mix in
some dance club somewhere).
"Yesterday, When I Was Mad"
is not readily accessible, but
upon repeated listening is sal-
vageable. Tenant's rapping style
on it (remiscent of "West End
Girls") is not too successful, and
the song itself is too busy with
bastardized speeds and styles.
"Dreaming with the
Queen" is slow and sleep-in-
ducing, and its satirical lyrics
are lost to those Americans (my-
self included) who have stopped
interpreting the English monar-
chy as anything but satire.
While not the most engag-
ing or interesting song, the one
which will end up being a f ave -
and the one with the most "po-
litical" resonance - is a cover of
the Village People's "Go West."
On it, the Pet Shop Boys are
paying homage to their biggest
influence. An all-male choir
sings the choruses with such
bravado that the image of the
Village People's machismo and
gay pride emerges. It is the
shameless textbook pop song
formula - with dopey lyrics, cho-
rus, break down, bridge, grand
key change, big finish - which is
why it ought to be a modest hit.
At this stage in their ca-
reers, the Pet Shop Boys know
their audience, and the audi-
ence knows their music. Every-
one has a place in their dancing
heart and souls for cheese, for
shamelesspop (if you were alive
in the 80's then you qualify).
Very takes you to this place, with
all its deep bass, key changes,
andrhythms. Youwouldnotbe
wasting your money on this al-
bum, but indulging in a secret,
guilty pleasure. I won't tell a
soul.
sily exits to the great amuse-
ment of the three.
In the piece titled "Ghosts"
a woman is shamed into relin-
quishing her bodily identity by
authoritative ghost voices. The
piece ends with Dworin in a
white "body bag," saying, "my
body has disappeared." "My
Body My Body" also features
women in "body bags", but by
the end of this piece, as the lights
dim, the womenbegin to emerge
from their bags, as if shedding
their skins.
Though skillfully per-
formed, the piece "He," in which
Duckstein seems to explore his
body and its relation to a blue
box, is both elusive and incon-
gruous compared to the other
pieces. Although Duckstein
deftlyjumps on, jumps over, and
kicks around the box in a daz-
zling display of grace, the piece
remains out of joint with the rest
of the performance.
The creative and provoca-
tive performance, however, falls
shortof its claim to "turn gender
stereotypes upside down." The
pieces unearth and expose ste-
reotypes, but do little to insti-
gate change, to suggest more
liberating solutions to gender
conflict. Self-acceptance and
celebration of gender differences
peek eagerly from the periph-
ery of the performance but are
never directly addressed.
Perhaps when "Her Dream
Stories(to becontinued...)" is
continued, Dworin will com-
bine her stunning creativity with
a more freeing and progressive
representation of gender is-
. sues.
COLGATE UNIVERSITY
. . .invitesyou to consider a career in teaching.
Colgate University offers the Masters of Arts in Teaching
degree to liberal arts graduates interested in teaching high
school science, mathematics, English, and social studies.
Generous financial aid is available to qualified students.
For more information write to Colgate University, Jo Anne
Pagano, Chair, Department of Education, 13 Oak Drive,











All Students Welcome • All Faculty Welcome a All Parents Welcome • All Clergy Welcome
Is There Room for FAITH in Campus Life?
Do we leave it at home?
Do we bring it with us?
Do we find il here?
Come Lo a Convocation:
Christ Present, Christ Presented
Keynote Speaker: Bishop Peter Let of Virginia
Past Chaplain at University of North Carolina
Workshop Topics: • The Slmlciits: Christian Niirtmc :iml Commissioning
• Faculty .Staff and Administration . • . ,
• 'Hie "Howe" Psirish






















Central Connecticut Stale University
Lunch-$6
To register contact the Episcopal Diocese of Connecticut, 1335 Asylum Ave., Hartford, CT 06105
(203) 233-4481 or 1-800-842-0126
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Young Boys To Widows,
Cinestudio Has It All
THE LONG DAY CLOSES
Tues. Nov. 9
(Britain 1993) Written and directed by
Terence Davies. Cinematography by
Michael Coulter. Cast: Leigh
McCormack, Marjorie Yates, Anthony
Watson. What some might describe as a
grim boyhood on the dark streets of 1950s
Liverpool is transformed into a dream
world of memory in this visionary film
by Terence Davies (Distant Voices, Still
Lives). A young boy's self discovery
arises before your eyes from everything
that surrounds him - his close knit fam-
ily, the restrictions of church and school,
and, above all, the total escape of going
to the movies. Remarkable for its haunt-
ing, poetic images and unique use of
sound, mixing Debbie Reynolds singing
Tammy withsnippets of soundtracks from
films like The Magnificent Ambersons and
Kind Hearts and Coronets, "All I can say is
I wish more movies were like this . . . A
beautiful piece of filmmaking." - Gene
Siskel, Siskel & Ebert. 82 min.
IN THE LINE OF FIRE
Wed. Nov. 10 - Sat. Nov. 13
7:30 p.m.
(1993) Director: Wolfgang Petersen.
Screenplay by Jeff Maguire. Music by
Ennio Morricone. Cast: Clint Eastwood,
John Malkovich, Rene Russo, Dylan
McDermott. Wolfgang Petersen, the di-
rector of Dns Boot, turns to America and
a treacherous political intrigue in his in-
telligent and seamless new thriller. Clint
Eastwood stars as a Secret Service agent
on the verge of retirement, still haunted
by his inability to prevent JFK's assassi-
nation in Dallas. When he uncovers a
death threat on the current President's
life, his career is on the line as he tracks
down the ingenious would-be killer. An
entertaining film of pursuit and decep-
tion that leaves the audience guessing
until the last frame. 126 min.
MENACE II SOCIETY
Fri. Nov. 12 - Sat. Nov. 13
10:05 p.m.
(1993) Directed by the Hughes Brothers.
Screenplay by Tyger Williams, based on
a story by the Hughes Brothers and Wil-
liams. Cinematographer: Lisa Rinzler.
Cast: Tyrin Turner, Larenz Tate, Jada
Pinkett, Glenn Plummer. The Hughes
brothers, 21-year-old twins from Detroit
with only rap music videos for previous
experience, have created the most realis-
tic and distubing film yet on 1990s urban
life. Menace II Society shares a Los Ange-
les setting with Boyz 'n the Hood, but the
raw, improvisational tone and unex-
pected outbreaks of violence have more
in common with Scorsese's Mean Streets
. The story focuses on the restless 18-
year-old Caine (Turner), who teeters be-
tween going straight and being pulled
into the chaotic world of street gangsters
by his borderline psychotic sidekick, O-
Dog(Tate). 90 min.
ESPECIALLY ON SUNDAY
Sun. Nov. 14 - Tues. Nov. 16
7:30 p.m.
(Italy, 1993) Directed by Giuseppe
Tornatore, Giuseppe Bertolucci and
Marco Tullio Giordana. Screenplay by
Tonino Guerra. Cast: Phillipe Boiret,
Bruno Ganz, Ornella Muti, Maria
Maddalena Fellini. Three vignettes by
three prominent directors are artfully
linked together by their setting in the
ruggedly beautiful countryside of north-
ern Italy. Scriptedby the revered Tonino
Guerra (Blow Up, Amarcord, Night of the
Shooting Stars), they also share a fascina-
tion with the inexplicable nature of hu-
man desire. In Especially on Sunday,
Giuseppe Bertolucci (screenwriter of his
brother Bernardo's 7 900) directs Bruno
Ganz as a weaLthy roue whose attempts
to seduce the smoldering Ornella Mud
are continually thwarted. Snow On Rii
stars Federico Fellini's sister Maru
Maddalena in her debut as a widow who
can't stop herself from spying in the bed-
room of her son and his new bride. ''Fi-
nally, The Blue Dog reunites the director
(Tornatore) and star (Noiret) of Cinema
Paradiso in the tale of a barber hexed by
the unwanted devotion of an unusual
canine. 86 min.
Credits and plots by Christine
McCarthy.
Students rehearselor last weekend's Musica. Kevue, « W « d L,
Professor of Music, Gerald Moshell.
"CIGNACORPORATION"
Information Session:
Underwriters Discussing Career Opportunities
Members Of All Classes Are Welcome!!
Date- Thursday, November 11, 1993
Time! 7 P.M.-8:30 P.M.
Place: Alumni Lounge - 2nd Floor
Mather Student Center
Dress: Casual
The unconventional Spiderwoinaii Theater will perform Saturday, FIIL PHOTO
Nov. I3ih at iho Austin Arts Center.
BYIOANNAMARSD'-X
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New York University, Office of Summer Sessions
P.O. Box 242, New York, N.Y. 10117-1335 ,






" S of interest
School currently attending
NOT York Unlwrsity Is a> alfaalive «a]ou*q«al oppomniy instllmJon.
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Boots And Birks Continue To Solve Your Problems
BY BOOTS AND BIRKS
Features Writers
Dear Boots,
I feel ridiculous writing to
an advice column, but I am at
the end of my rope. I am not
bad-looking, have a great per-
sonality and go out all the time.
For some reason though, guys
don't like me at all. Every time
we get into a conversation, they
start looking around the room
at other girls or just find an ex-
cuse to leave me standing there
alone, looking like a fool.
Honestly, if you met me,
you would think I was really
pretty and nice. I'm not kid-
ding. It seems weird that guys
are treating me this way, and I
don't know how to tell them
what they are missing. If you
could tellme what to do, it would




The content of your letter
suggests to me what part of the
problem might possibly be. It
sounds as though you could be
centering a great deal of conver-
sation on yourself and all your
"great" attributes.
Unfortunately, in order to
get the conversation ball roll-
ing, you have to work from both
sides: yours AND his. You
might try asking a guy how his
classes are going and what he is
interested in outside of academ-
ics. If this sort of superficial
small talk leads to something
else, then great. If not, don't
worry, someone else will appre-
ciate you making an effort to get
to know them better. Best of
luck trying to reverse your atti-
tude about men.
Birks
Dear Boots and Birks,
I have to register a com-
plaint about Trinity. The social
scene here is intrinsically repeti-
tive and banal. Everyone goes
to parties or kegs and drinks
beer, bad beer, and more beer. I
can hardly have a decent con-
versation with a professor be-
cause they are always running
off to some sort of family or
lecture that they "have to attend
to." I am tired of spending Fri-
day and Saturday nights locked
away in the dirty basement of
some fraternity where drunken
men parade around showing off
their "women-snagging" skills.
I am not even really so much
offended as I am bored.
Time and time again, I try
and engage people in conversa-
tions about philosophy, art, and
literature. Either people have
no knowledge of what I am
speaking of, or they look at me
with this questioning expression
which seems to ask, "Why are
you talking about school when
it's the weekend?"
I am sorry that I am not
interested in who is hooking up
with whom and what frat guys
are the cutest, but I'm not. I
hardly expected my parents to
spend $25,000 a year so that I
could get belligerently drunk
and make myself look like a
If you have any suggestions
as to what viable social options
there are on this campus, please
let me know. I am sick of all
these ridiculous and childish
games.
Signed,
Bored Out Of My Mind
Dear Bored Out Of My
Mind,
It looks as though you have
a pretty narrow view of what
the Trinity social scene entails.
To start, perhaps you should
expand your idea of what a fra-
ternity is. Not all the men are
the same in every organization;
they are individuals to be reck-
oned with on separate levels.
However, different Greek orga-
nizations have different things
to offer, and the music and
events are unique at each. From
what I understand, however,
most of them serve beer, unless
there is a formal,.
As far as your other options
are concerned, try and branch
outandjoinorganizationswhere
youcanmeetnewpeople. There
is the Trinity Circle which is a
discussion group that meets on
Thursdays, I believe. And the
Elms Community is a coed non-
discriminatory group that holds
discussions, movie events, and
other activities.
Often in your mailbox, there
will be announcements for po-
etry readings which are usually
spectacular. The Austin Arts
Center holds a wide range of
plays and musicals which Trin-
ity student nearly always see for
free. There are also the Under-
ground Coffee House and Cine-
studio.
Options exist, but it's up to
you to make the best of them.
My suggestion would be not to
throw in the towel on Trinity's
social scene, but try and make
the best of what is here.
Try the Tap instead of the
View; it's less crowded, and re-
member this: You're always just
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Brian Gendrori '95 &
Jamie Whitters '95
"Put the women and
children to bed and






& Chris Bonny '96
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Tish Wick: Trinity Student Founds "Kids For A Cure"
BY KELLY CANRIGHT
Features Editor
Tish Wick '96 appears to be
your ordinary Trinity student.
She was born in Wilmington,
Delaware and attended high
school in Toledo, Ohio. Tish
plans to be a History major and
has already declared her For-
mal Organizations minor. She
sails with the Trinity College
Sailing Club and tutors a fifteen
year old neighborhood girl. The
difference between Tish Wick
and other students at Trinity is a
disease which causes the body
to produce an oversupply of col-
lagen, causing connective tissue
to link improperly. The disease
is called scleroderma. The cure
needs to be found.
When she was seven years
old, a neighbor noticed some
discoloration on Tish's skin and
asked if she had been burned.
At age nine, doctors diagnosed
Tish as having morphea, a mild
form of scleroderma.
At the time, the disease was
considered to be very rare, and
in some respects, doctors were
very disconnected with this dis-
ease. There was very little infor-
mation, and there were certainly
no solutions. As any frustrated
and embarrassed teenager
would have done, Tish wore
long sleeved shirts and listened
to adults tell her that nothing
could be done.
Fortunately, something
happened to change that. A year
ago, Tish was in a gas station
when she saw a friend wearing
a Scleroderma T-shirt. She
memorized the phone number
and wrote for more information.
In December of 1992, she wrote
a letter with her personal his-
tory and suggested for herself a
position as an intern. Over
spring Reading Week, she was
offered the internship and ac-
cepted two hours later.
Her summer proved to be
full of hard work and education
for scleroderma.
Tish worked closely with
Sharon Monsky, a Stanford
MBA, who is afflicted with a
serious case of diffuse
scleroderma, which has caused
her to lose 50% of her lung ca-
pacity and has seriously de-
formed her as the skin has tight-
ened around her lips and joints,
prohibiting extensive mobility.
Monsky, however, was de-
termined and began the
Scleroderma Research Founda-
tion using her business acumen
to fund-raiser 1.3 million dol-
lars. Monsky has organized
major fund-raising events and
marshalled a team of medical
advisers; the results have been
bountiful.
Tish has received much of
her inspiration from Monsky.
Together they went to an el-
ementary school and spoke
about scleroderma. It was then
that Tish realized that, "massed
together, kids can do a lot." After
receiving a phone call from a
girl in Hollywood, Florida, who
was afflicted with scleroderma
on half of her face, she realized
that kids had no network to
reach other scleroderma victims
their age.
The girl had been to what
she called "an old person's
group" where all they did was
feel sorry for themselves. Tish
then decided to start Kids For A
Cure, through the Scleroderma
Research Foundation. Presently,
Tish is in the networking stages
and hopes to create a database
which will eventually lead to a
newsletter addressing young
people's issues like the capacity
to play sports and makeup tips.
Scleroderma is still an or-
phan disease, and the stages are
not mapped out. There is a cer-
tain comfort to be had if one
person has the disease and can
discuss it with another person.
The slogans for the Scleroderma
Research Foundation include
"Together we can make a differ-
ence," and "Together we can
find a cure."
Translated literally,
scleroderma means "hard skin,"
and is a crippling and poten-
tially fatal illness which affects
hundreds of thousands of vic-
tims. It is more prevalent than
either muscular dystrophy or
multiple sclerosis, yet it is vastly
underfunded in comparison.
As an autoimmune dis-
ease, affecting the connective tis-
sues, it causes the rampant over-
production of collagen, a pro-
tein-like substance, and thus, fi-
brotic changes occur in various
vital organs and tiss ues through-
out the body.
Working cells are replaced
with "scar" tissue, causing the
tissue to become inelastic and
immobile; victims can become
severely disfigured. Severe vat>-
k
Tish Wick
cular injury caused by the
scleroderma produces changes
in the blood vessels supplying
such internal organs as the lungs,
heart, intestines, and kidneys.
Although Tish has only a
mild form of scleroderma, those
with the diffuse form of the dis-
KELLY COLLIS
tide. She said, "In reading this
article, you have made yourself
aware. That's how awareness is
spread—person by person. Stu-
dents in general are an untapped
resource in the sense that we
don't realize our power or po-
tential. Kids For A Cure is a way
"In reading this article, you have made your-
self aware. That's how awareness is spread -
person by person. Students in general are an
untapped resource in the sense that we don't
realize our power or potential" —Tish Wick
ease often die of kidney, heart,
or lung failure within seven
years of diagnosis. The critical
issue is that there remains no
cure or means to halt the devas-
tation of the disease.
At the end of her interview,
Tish was asked to send a mes-
sage to those reading this ar-
to maximize this potential, edu-
cate the general population, and
hopefully in the end, save lives."
For information about Ki ds
For A Cure or the Scleroderma
Research Foundation, contact
Tish Wick at (203)297-2637 or
call the foundation's toU free
number at 1-80U-4A1-CURE.
You're supposed
to get a lot out of college,
but this is ridiculous.
Macintosh LC 475 4/80, Apple Color Plus
H" Display, Apple Keyboard II and mouse.
Macintosh Quadra" 610 8/160, Apple Color
Phis 11" Display, Ajipk Keyboaidll and mouse
Ajtple PowerBock Duo" 230 •1IS0 (with
Macintosh External FloppyDisk Dmefliirf
Pauvrltook Duo Floppy Adapter not shoten).
Introducing the Great Apple Campus Deal. Now, when you buy any give you the kinds of programs you need most. Programs to organize
select Macintosh' or PowerBook*computei; you'll also receive seven your time and money. And some programs just for fun. So why buy
software programs. It* all included in one low price. And the software ^ ^ 3 S ^ j S i m ^ ^ n S ' '
package alone has a combined SRP value of $596. It was designed to ^ W B i B M W i B W f f l t l w m l w I ^ ^ M i
For more information, visit your Apple Campus Reseller today!
For further information visit the Computer Store in the
MCEC, Room 115 or call 297-2007
h m a! Malm I I'll ? Snhme is ml imlmkl hi Ilic arigiiml imlucl / M C % > « os shnmr in lUs ml. Rulpit itlll noire Ibex same stijtiim programs
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Exciting Toy Review From Westfarms Mall
BYAMYEMPOLITI
Features Writer
This week I went to F.A.O. Schwarz
and looked at toy keyboards. Some of
them are the kind you press with your
fingers and some are the kind you step
on in order to play. I could only look at
three because that's all they had out for
me to play with.
First, I looked at the Casio ROM
Sound Kids 02, a keyboard you play with
your fingers. It's red and has about 2 and
one-half octaves. It plays eight different
sounds: piano, harpsichord, violin, or-
gan, flute, clarinet, trumpet, and vibra-
phone.
The flute, violin, and organ sounded
particularly nice, but the harpsichord
didn't sound like a harpsichord.
It sounded more like some sort of
bells or chimes. It also has five percus-
sion effects and five random sound ef-
fects. The percussion effects sounded
like a bass drum, snare drum, cymbal,
and two effects that make beeps rather
than percussion noises. The random
sound effects are a bird, rockets, a bell,
and several unidentifiable sounds.
Another thing you can do is play
along with accompaniment. You can
either pick the notes yourself, or you can
make the notes light up. When the notes
light up you press that particular key
and you are playing a song!
You can also change the tempo and
volume. This is a really neat keyboard,
but it's expensive. For $125, you could
probably buy a real keyboard, never mind
a toy. The Casio ROM Sound Kids 02 is
for kids age 3 and up.
Next I looked at the FAO Notes!
Electronic Floor Keyboard. This was
fun! I liked making music with my feet.
This keyboard has fifteen notes. Each of
the notes plays a different song, as well
as a single note.
You can change from notes to songs
with a switch. You can also change from
a piano to an organ sound. Each of the
keys has a picture indicating which song
please turn to page 15
kM
PHOTOS BY KELLY CGLLSS
Whafs yotor favorite dish at Mather?
Christian Sfrike •
Dave Ailard '95
"We don't eat there/'
" I don'£ know if I have
one/'
.,... -'..-.• -Kevin Jenkins'95 and
Josh Weinslein J95
''Del]/'
Jeremiah Johnson '97 and
Elijah Thompson '97
"We like the lasagna; we
had it last night."
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Find Out Your Future In This Week's Horoscopes




Get ready for a busy
but profitable week. An un-
* expected amount of things to
do keep you from thinking
about that thing that's been both-
ering you lately.
You may choose to push it under the
rug till your work is done, but don't let
the week get away without solving
things. Plan your days so that you have
time for everything including your sig-
nificant other and yourself. Treat your-
self to a milk shake and a good book
when it's over.
IJaazui. (c^fhvf 20-aM.au 20)
Your love life shows
signs of growth, so make the
necessary adjustments to ac-
commodate the relationship.
Be open to creative changes. Though it
may mean getting past that old love or
letting yourself be dependent on some-
one again. Allow it to happen because
the mental challenges and personal re-
flection you get in return will make you
all the stronger. Go out on a limb. Trust
that someone will cushion your fall.
I 21-Qxxns. 21)
Your love of the outdoors
should be explored now. Go
out with a friend and appreci-
ate the beauty of fall. Give
yourself a break— eat a great
dessert at the Bistro or try a movie.
Cancvi (^utis- 21 -Qdy 22)
Opportunity is headed your way,
either in love relationships or finances,
f o r both. It will bring positive
growth a r |d good results, so
welcome the mental pursuits
and educational challenges.
Maybe even seek them out. So take ad-
vantage of it all this week because a
storm is coming soon after. Do not worry
yourself, but know that this time of good
fortune, like all things, will pass. Make
sure you are anchored to shore.
You seem to be letting
the things that matter most
rto you slip through your fin-
gertips because you have your
mind in "instant gratification"
mode. The stars show that it is time to
iron things out, before it's too late. Make
amends with your lost friend or distanced
parent. Go see that teacher whose class
you skipped. Reconnect yourself with
the one you truly love. It's important to
have fun now, but don't go burning
bridges.
23-cSzptnjnCiei 22)
Easy does it is the motto
for this week. Lunar Opposi-
tion makes you feel at odds
with those you love for no rea-
son. Suppress your argumen-
tative nature and try to calmly work
through your frustrations. Go outside to
exercise or listen to your favorite CD
alone. You will benefit most from time
by yourself in reflection. Be prepared for
a burst of energy at the end of the week.
Trinity Days Gone By
BYPATGINGRAS
Metro-Hartford Editor
"There's a fair and stately college
built upon a hill, lifting high its roofs
and turrets where the breezes have
their will." This quote appeared in the
1912 edition of Trinity's yearbook, The
Ivy, and I'm not quite sure who penned
it. Let's think about it in terms of this
past weekend, shall we?
Was Trin-Trin really "fair" last
Saturday evening? I think not. Trinity
was not fair to those who wandered
was flagpole swinging. The flagpole
was a sacred, neutral haven. It was a
place where all aspects of the super-
ego were sacrificially offered in a rush
of wind, screams, adrenaline, and
Milwaukee's Best. Over green grass,
decaying leaves, and overgrown
bushes, round and round, ending in a
cathartic smash against the steel pole
itself. Alas, this ritual, like many, is
no longer, and the Trinity Faithful are
suffering.
It all melts down to one concept:
free will. Free will has been tossed
Back in the days, we were controlled by something higher.
Our fates were controlled by something higher. Our fates
were as concrete as the Long Walk. Without this guiding
force, Trinity is "stately" no longer. ______
aimlessly looking for that lost entity
that once plagued their pleasure-seek-
ing minds. Students, lost and bewil-
dered, 1 ooking for the Trinity they once
knew and loved, trudged pitifully
about the place. Helpless were those
who moved through campus, frustra-
tion and loss dripping from their skulls,
choking their throats, pestering them
to crash before midnight.
What is this missing piece of Trin-
ity? Perhaps it was found in the
"breezes" among the Chapel. Maybe
it is . Whatever it is, the fact remains
that it now was. There was something
transcendental, something uncontrol-
lable and undefinable that gradually
appeared as the ancient suns receded
behind 1-84 on weekend eves of yore.
H&L was a regular meeting place for
the freshman class. One could be en-
tertained by simply sitting on a Quad
bench and watching rabble-rousers
pass throughout the night. Around
every corner was another adventure,
with students masterminding schemes
to create havoc.
The most memorable and obvi-
ous of the aforementioned adventures
around for centuries, and has found
its home under Bishop Brownell's
bony finger. Back in the days, we
were controlledby something higher.
Our fates were as concrete as the
Long Walk. Without this guiding
force, Trinity is "stately" no longer.
"Turrets," which once expelled cre-
ativity and verve, now emit alterna-
tive events and Bowling Nights.
Kaboom! Chapel climbing! Crash!
Streaking! Pop. Comedian Night.
Snap. Bistro musicians.
"There's a fair and stately col-
lege built upon a rock hill.,,". The hill







Jl'Jjxa (eStfitLndjc.1 23-Qciotex 22_)
This week, it is really
important to treat yourself
like royalty. You've been
waiting for someone else
to bring you flowers for
too long. Go get your own, you deserve
it. Expand your present horizons. Expect
the best and you will achieve it and re-
ceive it. You've been letting yourself be
sold short. You now have the green light
to be spontaneous, not reckless though.
Stay within your limits, or maybe one
step beyond.
£i 23- dVovsmlxci 21J
Change is all around you.
' Some good. Some bad. All nec-
essary. Hold steady a bit
longer. Let go of the past for
best results. Someone unex-
pected will help you work through your
insecurities and dilemmas. Solid bal-
ance, and much stability in your life are
not far away. Keep a firm grip and they
won't pass you by.
^ y )
G° with the flow this
week.Sitbackforonceinyour
semester and just let things
happen. Patience is impor-
tant. Faith is crucial. Accept
the newness that enhances
both your personality and business. New
plans and actions work out unexpect-
edly and surprises are abound. Remem-
ber, good things come to those who wait
(good people too).
An approaching cross
roads is all too apparent. Rest
and take care of yourself this
week because you are going to
need your strength. Let go of
frustrating circumstances.
Steer clear of those who bring you down.
Don't let anything drain you. Begin to
discover what really makes you healthy,
wealthy and wise, not to mentionhappy.
Focus on the things or that person.
inhEX 22-U^zaemvE.x 20J
Smooth riding is in
your stars. Take advantage
of this celestial gift. Let re-
lationships flourish and al-
low you personal life to
progress. Spend time with an older, more
mature advisor to get in on life's secrets.
Be willing to try some new things. Make
crucial decisions now while the cards are
in your favor. Shower those you care
about with your undying affection and
confidence in the relationship. It will
come back to you in time.
-y I <)-<^M.a.vSt I g)
You're intrigued with fu-
turistic ideas and recent
growth. Take the time to pur-
sue these interests. It could be
challenging, but it mustbe done and will
prove worthy.
Make some important decisions,but
be open to criticism and prepared for
conflict. Listen to the wise, but stand firm
among those who are jealous and venge-
ful.
Attune yourself to others attention.
Don't forget about what's important in
this time of self-discovery.
Toy Review Continued
mill 1 <Lii inir '. .ji It
"toy Bitsy"Spider" The one with a
pictmc of A bridge plays "london
f," and theoiwwithapictureora
gold mine plaji "Clementine'
This keyboard folds tip for eas\
travel and storage and requites 4 AA
batteries, not included It costs $4? and
j * fin ages 1 and up.
I astly, I looked at Shan I ewis'
r amb Chop & 1 nends Musical Mat by
Plav Tech It plays one oiMai n &\ci i~,
a MIUJT key bo ird. I hr d can Li I iona
>j it Jjds a fixture of Umb
hnr/i tsfriends1 fi ollicking
arounn in front of aland
flowers, and note;
I'ai'h notu i, C'(MIK mat kid
do, je, mi etc It pla\ s Mnt>1c notes a<-
well as scirj;^. I know it-piajs "I ondon
lindge,' and I suspect it (\in pwv iithei
•jongs, dlthnuqh I didn't heai any
I think Lhe toy ma\ have beenbio-
kpn due to all the fat adult*, thumping
up and down on it I his lo\ cosh cjh,






$15 for a semester or
^ $30 for a full year.
Mail Checks to:. . : '
Box 1310 '*
Trinity College, Hartford CT 06106
The Anatomy of the Citibank
Classic card: a body of services and peace of mind
for S t l l d e i l t S . For yeare, scientists could only theorize about the Citibank Classic Visa® card,
unable to actually observe anything below its epidermal surface (i.e. the plastic). Surely, the highly
intelligent services were evidence of an advancedbrain. But with the latest advances in x-ray technology,
and when the light could catch the various parts just so, it was confirmed: the Citibank Classic Visa card
is head to toe more evolved than ever imagined, fl At its
backbone are 3 services to cover the purchases you make
on the card. Starting at the Lower Costal Spine, we
see Citibank Price Protection can assure you of the
best price. All you have to do is discover the same item
Scientists theorize that the mind of the Citibank Classic Visa advertised in print for leSS, within 60 days, and Citibank
cardmember (Fig. A) is secure because it receives superior
service; the mindofthe non-Citibank Classic Visa cardmember . , „ , , ,-rr. , A . ^ / ^ I *.I J.U /-» n
(Fig.B) is not secure because-could it be-it has a screw loose? will refund the difference Up to $150'. Along the OopS-lt-
SlippedDisc, Buyers Security8"" can cover those purchases against accidental damage, fire or theft, for 90
days from the date of purchase1; and Citibank Lifetime Warranty8"1 allows one to extend the warranty
for the expected service life of eligible products up to 12 years2. So if you ever buy a walkman, a stereo,
whatever, it will be reassuring to know that Citibank can bend and be flexible while still lending support.
H The backbone is then connected to the cranium or headbone. \ou can actually see it on the top left
hand corner ofthe card. Look at the bottom ofthe page. The Citibank Photocard has the head ofthe
It will make a good form of ID as well, since you get to choose your own photo. U But what about the
Nervous System? The fact is, it doesn't have one, not in the spinal cord nor in the brain. What it has is the
Very Calm System. Because even if your credit card gets stolen, or gets lost, an involuntary muscle called
the Extendus Anewcordeus activates the Lost Wallet5"1 Service which can replace your card usually
within 24 hours. TJ As suspected, there's another involuntary muscle: the heart—a. beating and caring
heart, big enough to give students special discounts and savings. "\ou'll receive a $20 Airfare Discount
on domestic flights3; savings on mail order purchases, sports equipment, magazines and music; a low
variable interest rate of 15.4%4; and, no annual fee. (In other words, the card itself doesn't cost a forelimb
and a hindlimb.) Tl Naturally the heart of the Citibank Visa caid pumps life and personalized customer
service into all its parts, 24 hours a day. So no matter what the question you might have concerning
your card, you need only call the 800 number. Citibank representatives each have a neck they are eager
to stick out for you. They will always lend an ear. Or a hand. They will keep an eye out for you. They will
put their best foot forward. Etc. «fl So call to apply. You don't need a job or a cosigner. And call if you'd
like your photo added to your regular Citibank Classic Visa
card. The number is 1-800-CITIBANK (1-800-248-4226),
extension 19. H If we take an overview of the whole body of
services that make up the Citibank Classic Visa caid, and
consider that it will facilitate building a credit history, then
you mist shake a leg, flex your index finger and call today.
U] dt d I^tlfWSA^S^^?"^^^™^^
tl, the
C L A S~S I C
minimum
prircisSlOoaunkstudentcarim
vary quarterly The APR for cash advances is 198%
•U28 Q0JL2
mm'"" "us*
Not just Visa. Citibank Visa.
icunty is underwritten by The Zurich International UK
ice lire expectancy varies by product and is at least the
Monarch Notes® Version:
With your purchases covered,
no fee, and a low rate, the
Citibank Classic Visa card will
go easy on your Nervous System.
Call 1 -800-CITIBANK
(1-800-248-4226), extension
Information 3Offerexpires 6/30/94 Minimum ticket purchase
inuai Percentage Rate (APR) for purchases is 154% as of 10/93 and may
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Field Hockey Stuns the Defending Champions 2-1 in Quadruple Overtime
Shootout At The Smith Corral!
BY ELLEN SCORDINO
Sports Writer
Words cannot do justice to
the events of this past weekend.
The women's field hockey team
is on top of their world as they
have played their way to the
final four of the NCAA Cham-
pionships. The team radiated
energy from the moment they
heard of their place in the NCAA
tournament last Monday. With
less than a week to prepare, they
found themselves headed for
Smith College on Friday for the
preliminary rounds of the tour-
nament.
ifiliilillll
The four teams that were
playing at Smith were: William
Smith College (NY), Plymouth
State (NH), Smith and Trinity.
William Smith, the defending
NCAA champions, were play-
ing Smith, the third ranked team
in the northeast region, for the
first game of the tournament.
1-0.
The next game was between
TrinityandPlymouthState. Ply-
mouth State had a remarkable,
undefeated season. The Ply-
mouth State goaltender had only
allowed five goals in the fifteen
game season with no more than
one in any game.
Trinity was prepared and
they knew that in order to win
they had to get some shots on
net early. The Bants were on fire
from the moment they stepped
onto the field. Each player's
face was filled with determina-
tion and there was no stopping
them. Trinity startled the Ply-
mouth State Panthers as they
seemed to be omnipresent with
the ball always in their control.
Each player contributed to the
full force and intensity of the
team. It took almost fifteen min-
utes before the Bants got their
first goal. Beth Fenwick '95 got
her stick on the ball as it was
crossing the net and sent it pow-
erfully through the goaltender's
legs. Unfortunately, Trinity did
not stay on top for long as the
Panthers countered their goal
almost immediately with a shot
control of the ball and almost
immediately scored their sec-
ond goal. Trinity's top scorer,
Lindsey Davison '94, slammed
the ball into the net. Some of the
Panthers began to throw their
weight around but to no avail.
The Bants held them off playing
a clean and skillful game. With
seven seconds left, Monica
Iacono '95 pushed the ball out to
Davison on a corner. Davison
stopped it, and with incredible
power, the ball smacked through
an open lane to make an echo-
ing sound against the
backboard. The Bants won 3-1
creating a huge upset for the
Panthers.
Trinity was moving on in
the right direction as their next
game was scheduled for the
follwing day. Saturday came
and the Bants met with their
opponents, William Smith, the
winner of the firs t round contes t
Please turn to page 2
even'though Smith was domi-
nating the match, they never got
the opportunity to place the ball
in the net, and the game ended
Jennifer Merservery. Half rime
came and the score was tied 1-1.
When the Bants came back
onto the field they regained their
'a * ~.
^^^ l ^ ' -̂sjlpqs* r'P^liipr'
The women's field hockey team applauds for their coach Robin Sheppard whose 20
year carreer is highlighted by her first appearance in the final four of the National
Division III Championship.
KEUY COUJ!
Bantams Step Closer to Perfection
BYJONMOSKOWITZ
Sports Editor
A funny thing happened on
the way to Amherst. They un-
packed the footballs, took out
the first aid kits, and even
brought their water bottles, but
someone forget to pack the of-
fense. Last week, it took a sec-
ond half wake-up call to get the
squad rolling. This time, the
alarm clock didn't ring until the
fourth quarter, as Trinity rolled
off 22 unanswered points in
route to a 36-19 victory over
Amherst.
Trinity improved their
record to 7-0 on the season, while
the loss dropped Amherst to a
3-4 record.
The defense played another
outstanding game, forcing Lord
Jeffs quarterback Rob Devries
into 6 interceptions. Junior Greg
"Tex" Schramm picked off three
passes on the day, increasing
his season total to 6. The Ban-
tam defense has intercepted 19
passes on the season, two short
of the school record. Trinity
also held the Lord Jeffs to 88
yards rushing on 39 carries, an
average of only 2.25 yards per
carry. Inside linebacker Ryan
Hankard '96 shut down the
Amherst squad by notching 16
tackles and twobattedballs. His
stingy defense put the Bantam
Please turn to page 2
BY AL CARBONE
Senior tri- captains Joe Holstead (85), Eric Mudry (10), and Mike Cataldo (53) are leading their




The 1993 Trinity College
Varsity Football team has a
chance to do something that
only six other Trinity teams ever
accomplished; having an un-
beaten and untied season. The
last Trinity team to be unbeaten
and untied was the 1955 squad
under the tutelage of the leg-
endary Daniel Jessee.
In 1954, Trinity's football
team went undefeated, and as
the team looked forward to
1955, there was optimism that a
perfect season could be re-
peated. Coach Jessee had a
reputation as an "offensive ge-
nius" and in 1955 he had an
offense that could really move
the ball.
Leading the offense was
Charlie Sticka '56. A co-captain,
this fullback was a versatile and
exceptional athlete. Robert S.
Morris '16, who wrote Pigskin
Parade At Trinity, described
Sticka as, "A bruising runner
with fine speed who was also a
devastating blocker. He was a
good person who was also
coachable and unspoiled."
Sticka was a tremendous col-
lege football player. Some of
his many accolades include:
Little College Ail-America; All-
East; and- the George Bulger
Lowe Award forbeingthe most
outstanding New England
player. Sticka was drafted by
the Los Angeles Rams after his
tremendous collegiate career.
Sticka gained 792 rushing yards
and scored 81 points for the
undefeated 1955 Bantams.
Calling the signals for the
1955 Bantams was Bobby
Alexander '56. Alexander
quarterbacked the undefeated
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The Final Four Showdown
continued from page 1
with Smith College. The most
intense game of the Bantam sea-
son was about to be played.
During the first ha If of the game/
the Bants were struggling for
control of the ball. The field was
a battleground and the ball was
being fired from one end to the
other. William Smith's top
scorer, Nancy Green law '97, shot
the firstgoal of the game. Athalf
time the score was 0-1, and there
was no prediction for where the
game would go. But,when the
Bants came back onto the field,
they made the game theirs. The
effervescense filled the air, cre-
ating an aura of intensity and
energy, Davison shot on goal
and the William Smith
goaltender deflected the ball into
the stick oi Trinity's Jory
Waldman, who placed the ball
into the net bringing the game
to a-1-1 tie. For the final ten
minutes of the game, Trinity
kept the pressure on the
goaltender, keeping the ball on
the offensive, but the second
half ended in a tie.
Theflfteenminuteovertime
began and bo th teams fired onto
the field knowing this was their
chance to stay in the tourna-
ment. Each team took shots but
there was no scoring and so there
was a second overtime. The
overtime seemed to fly by as the
ball moved quickly through the
sticks of Bants and the Herons.
Again there was not a goal.
The game moved to the
third stage, which is similar to a
shoot out. Trinity and William
Smith would each have five
chances to put a shot past the
opposing goaltender. The five
Bants taking shots were: Mali
Barkman '96, Marcia Gray '94,
Lindsey Davison '94, Braxton
Jones '94, and Aranya Albert '96.
Three Bants scored against the
Heron goal tender sliding the
ball into a corner or over her
head. Three Herons also scored;
therefore, the game was still a
tie. The five shooters for each
team were to goagain. The Bants
clinched the game after the
fourth shooter scored, out scor-
ing the Herons 3-1. The final
score of the game was then reg-
istered as 2-1 and the Bants were
victors after the long, grueling
game.
back board. All of the Lady
Bants contributing to these re-
markable wins should be con-
gratulated.
The Bants have moved past
the regionals to the final four.
These semifinals will be held on
Friday, November 12th, and
Saturday, November 13th. The
other three schools playing in
this tournament, will be:
Cortland State (NY), Trenton
State (NY), and Mary Washing-
ton (VA). Trinity's first game
will be against Cortland State
on Friday; Trenton State will be
playing Mary Washington. The
championship game will be held
the following day between the
winners of Friday's matches.
After the game on Sunday,
"The team has had a great season so far. I feel
we have represenented our region and the
NESCAC division extremely well. We are
excited to be where we are."
—Coach Robin Shephard
The team played incredibly
and to single out a couple play-
ers wouldnotbe adequate since,
they were all apart of the crucial
win. However, goaltender
Alisha Wayman '95, must be,
mentioned. She played an in-
credible game under the most
severe pressure. It was as if the
the goal wasbeing guarded by a
fully encompassing shield.
Wayman was all over that net
using her hands, body, legs and.
feet to keep the ball from the
crossing t\je Une and bitting the
Coach Sheppard said, "the team
has had afgreat season so far. I
feel we have represenented our
region and the NESCAC divi-
sion extremely well. • We are
excited to be where we are."
The attitude of the team is one of
excitement and determination
as they are one of the top teams
in the nation. So, as most of the
students rally for homecoming,
the women's field hockey team
will be demonstrating the talent
and skill that has allowed them
to be where they are.
eci Season Could Become Reality
continued from page 1
offensive in great field position
.11 day. "The defense played
well and the turnovers they
caused really helped put us in
ood field position," com-
mented sophomore split end
Clay Siegert.
But, the offense struggled
to mount any sustaining drives.
Averaging over 500 yards a
game in total offense, Trinity
barely managed to gain 300.
Their drives were stalled many
times by their inability to con-
vert many key third down
plays. Trinity's offense sput-
tered because they were miss-
ing two of their top players.
Fullback Joe Holstead '94 broke
his leg last week on a kickoff
whenoneof hisovvn teammates
landed on top of him, while
junior split end Tom McDavitt,
averaging 8 catches per game,
separated his shoulder and is
doubtful against Wesleyan.
Holstead was replaced by
Dave Allard '95 who carried
the ball 19 times for 88 yards.
Allard has had considerable
playing time, and his starting
role was not as much an adjust-
ment for the team as was the
introduction of Siegert to the
starting line-up. Siegert in the
first start of his career, his 19th
birthday nonetheless, had big
shoes to fill in place of the in-
jured McDavitt. "I was ner-
vous going in,butafter the first
play from scrimmage, I felt
fine," reiterated Siegert. Siegert
only caught two passes but was
instrumental in turning the
game around.
Down 19-14 in the fourth
quarter, Sean Kirby '95 took a
handoff in for a one yard score.
On the ensuing play, the Ban-
tams elected to go for a two point
conversion. Mikulski and
Siegert discussed their options
with coach Don Miller during a
time-outand ultimately decided
to run a halfback option pass.
"Kirby got the pitch as if to run,
I threw a block to fake the
cornerback and then went out
into the back of the endzone
where Kirby found me," ex-
plained Siegert on the play.
to a point where every player
makes everyone else better.
Trinity's backs have an un-
canny ability of finding their
own holes and their line has an
amazing ability to open them
up. Reardon notes, "the offen-
sive line has been doing a great
job, but the backs are so good
that they can find their own
holes. Even if we miss a block,
the running backs will fijid a
way to make us'look good"
The defense even found a
"Kirby got the pitch as if to run, I threw a
block to fake the cornerback and then went
out into the back of the endzone where Kirby
found me," -Siegert
Siegertmade anincredible leap-
ing catch over the opposing de-
fender. His miraculous catch
seemed to spark the team, as
they continued scoring for the
rest of the quarter.
Less than two minutes la ter,
ScottMaurer took a 10 yard pitch
around the left hand side and
found the corner of the end zone
for his second score of the day.
The key to the score, however,
was a devastating block by
sophomore Tiger Reardon on
the Lord Jeff defensive end al-
lowing Maurer to turn the cor-
ner. "1 just go out and do what.
I'm supposed to do," states a
modest Reardon, "I think I'm
playing well, but it's really the
entire line that deserves the
credit. Working with seniors
Mike Cataldo, Matt Walsh, Josh
Newsome,andsophamorejohn
Dugan have helped me develop
into a better player."
The team has really jelled
way to score in the fourth quar-
ter. With under two minutes
remaining on the clock, Amhersf
found themselves stuck deep ir
their own territory. Underpres-
sure, and not wanting to take e
sack in his own endzone
DeVries tried to throw the bal
away, but threw it right intc
Rick Fonte's '95 waiting arms
who tumbled into the endzonc
for the first touchdown of hi:
career. R.J. Rondini's '95 exto
point put the game well out o:
reach making it 36-19.
Trinity enters this weeks
Homecoming game in sole pos
session of first place. With one
more victory this week, the Ban
tarns would be the first unde
feated team under coach Dor
Miller. The last team to go un-
defeated wasFTrinity's 195f
squad, almost 40 years ago
Wesleyan arrives with a 6-
record tied for second place witr
Williams.
Junior Kate Carry brings the ball upfield during
Saturday's game against undefeated Plymouth State.
Intramural Teams Battle
For Title of Champion
continued from page
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11:30am - Midnight Fri. & Sat.
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Dine on one of nine levels in the exciting 130
year old Richardson Building. Relax and
enjoy The Most Fun Place In Hartford.
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Trinity vs. Weslevan...A Look Back
The Connecticut Bowl: Battle Of The States' Small Schools
BY AL CARBONE
Sports Writer
Forget the Little, Three, Trinity vs.
Wesleyan is a more important rivalry. It
is the battle for the bragging rights of the
NESCAC, as well as the rights to be called
the best Division III football team in Con-
necticut and New England.
The Cardinals, coached by Frank
Hauser, are 6-1. They lost their first game
this season on Saturday to Williams by a
score of 54-16. It marked the eighth
straight year Wesleyan has lost to the
Ephmen. Even though they lost on Sat-
urday, a win against Trinity will assure
Wesleyan of at least a share of first place
in the NESCAC. Wesleyan leads the all-
time series 50-40-1, but the Bantams have
won the last six games, and eight out of
the last ten.
Trinity is coached by Don Miller
who is in his 27th year. Miller has a
record of 147-63-5, three wins away from
the legendary Dan Jessee's 150. A win
over Wesleyan on Saturday will have a
historic significance. It will complete an
undefeated 8-0 season, the first for Coach
Miller, and the first for the team since
1955. The win will also give Trinity the
best overall record in the NESCAC and
the mythical NESCAC Championship.
The last Bantam team to have the best
record in the NESCAC was the 1991 team,
which was led by quarterback James Lane
and defensive back John Dauphinee.
Against NESCAC opponents, the 1991
team, which snapped Williams' 23 game
winning streak during the season, was 6-
0-1 (6-1-1 overall).
Four out of the last five Trinity/
Wesleyan contests have been lopsided
victories in favor of the Bantams. With
the exception of 1990, when Trinity won
10-9. The Bantam's high octane offense
has scored at least 37 points in every
game. Here is a recap of the last five
Trinity/Wesleyan Homecoming Day
games:
1988 - Andrus Field, Middletown,
Ct: TRINITY 38 WESLEYAN 15
Wesleyan jumped out to a 7-0 lead
by scoring on their first possession of the
Last season, Paul Broderick '93 led his team to a 37-13 victory over the '
Cardinals. Broderick , shown scrambling for a first down, was the top rated
passer in the NESCAC.
game,butTririityscored38straightpoints
to overwhelm the Cardinals 38-15.
Trinity quarterback Kevin Griffin
'89 completed 14 of 26 passes for 254
yards and three touchdowns. The high-
lights of this contest, included a 63 yd.
touchdown reception by tight end Rocco
DeMaio '91 and Terry McNamara's eight
receptions and 139 yards receiving.
Trinity's defense played extremely
well, causing many Wesleyan turnovers.
These turnovers gave the Bantam of-
fense great field position to work with.
Trinity ended the 1988 season with a 5-
2-1 record, while Wesleyan finished 3-5.
1989 - Dan Jessee Field, Hartford,
Ct: TRINITY 37 WESLEYAN 7
Trinity scored the first 27 points of
the game and never looked back as they
waltzed to a 37-7 win. The victory capped
off the team's tenth straight winning sea-
son. Having outstanding afternoons for
the Bantams were: Kevin Riscassi '92,
who carried the ball 20 times for 160
yards and also caught three passes from
Todd Levine '90 for 74 yards; Tim Jensen
'90, who kicked three field goals (21,33,25)
and four extra points; and Steve Redgate
'91, who scored two touchdowns.
Terry McNamara '90, who is the
probably the greatest receiver in Trinity
history, also had a memorable day. Catch-
ing a six yard touchdown pass from
Levine, McNamara, whose brothers Pat
and Tim hold the single season record for
most pass receptions atTrinity/broke the
school record for most career receptions.
Two catches later, McNamara broke the
New England record with 157.
1990 - Andrus Field, Middletown,
Ct: TRINITY 10 WESLEYAN 9
With 44 seconds left in the game,
Trinity defensive back Andy Wilson '9,1
tackled Wesleyan quarterback Dave
D'Onofrio just short of the goal line on a
two point conversion to preserve a 10-9
victory on a very cold and rainy Novem-
ber afternoon.
Trinity's defense played a tremeri-
dousgame.Ledby linebacker JasonMasi
'93, the Bantam defense held the Cardi-
nals to only nine points. The Cardinals
started six possessions inside the Trinity
35 yard line and quarterback D'Onofrio
attempted 61 passes. The score was 3-3 at
half time. In the third quarter, Corrie Fos-
ter '91 completed a 19 play drive with a
one yard plunge. Matthew Fawcett's ex-
tra point proved to be the game winner.
Mike Muraca's 12 yard touchdown re-
ception brought the Cardinals within one
point with 44 seconds left. On the two
point conversion, Wilson stopped
D'Onofrio just short of the goal line as he
was rolling out left. The win completed a
6-2 season for the Bantams.
1991 - Dan Jessee Field, Hartford,
Ct: TRINITY 47 WESLEYAN 11
Trinity capped off a 6-1-1 season (6-
0-1 in the NESCAC) with a convincing
defeat over the Cardinals in front of a
large Homecoming Day crowd. Taking
advantage of five interceptions thrown
by Wesleyan quarterback Dave
D'Onofrio, the Bantams rolled to their
fifth straight victory over the Cardinals.
Trinity quarterback James Lane '92
completeda stellar career with a 20 of 31,
214 yard, and three touchdown perfor-
mance. Lane, who would be named as
Connecticut's Male Athlete of the Year
for 1991, helped lead the Bantams to the
NESCAC title. Other Bantams having
outstanding games were: halfback John
Mullaney '93, who scored two touch-
downs; split end Tommy McDavitt '95,
who also scored two touchdowns; and
defensive back Rick Ducey, who had two
interceptions.
1992 - Andrus Field, Middletown,
Ct: TRINITY 37 WESLEYAN 13
Wesleyan jumped out to a 7-0 lead
in the first quarter, but Trinity scored 30
sin the next-two to roll 37-13, Two players
had outstanding afternoons for the Ban-
tams. Split End/Place Kicker Tommy
McDavitt '95 caught six passes for 118
•yards, including touchdown receptions
of 48 and 30 yards, and kicked a 37 yard
field goal along with four extra points for
a total of 19 points. McDavitt was named
Co-Offensive Player of the Week in the
NESCAC for his performance. Free Safety
Jeff Devanney '93 also had a big game.
Please turn to page 7
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BANTAMS OFFENSE

























61 Dave Moravek LG
54 KaTlTZhiyck ' C
55 Bill Kheel RG
75 Gavin Menu RT
89JeffWilner TE
84 James Yaker SE
14 Troy Robinson QB
11 RickFarnell HB
41 Frank Truslow HB
35 Dave Gottrell FL



































50 Jon Golas DT
45 Dave Cosgrove DE
40 Marty Tighe LB
63 Ryan Hankard LB
20 Peter Tighe LB
19 Brian Callahan CB
35 Jeff Owens SS
27 Greg Schramm FS
10 Eric Mudry CB
89 Greg Broderick P
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Volleyball Ends With Win
BY PETER RHOADS
Sports Writer
The women's volleyball team
showed its capability for winning and
losing in streaks this past season. The
losing streaks were sparked by a stag-
nant offense, and the winning streaks
were caused by a stellar defense.
The defense played consistently
well this year. It was their overpower-
ing plays which brought the team to
their victories this season. When the
Bants settled into a five-one formation,
the team was able to respond with a
good defensive performance. The de-
fensive effort was led by senior back
row standouts Yvonne VanDerGroen,
and Ya Jen Chang.
However, the offense had prob-
lems helping out the defense this sea-
son. The team with the exception of
outside hitter Stephanie Kupa '96 and
middle hitter Leslie Remington '94,
lacked strong hitters.
Along with the hitting problems,
the inexperience of a young team hurt
the offensive continuity. Although
freshman Maritza Ubides was nomi-
nated to the all league team/her inexpe-
rience in a leadership setting position
did not allow her to help the team's
consistency. Her acquired experience
will be an important factor on the young
team's chances for success next year.
But, despite the struggling offense,
there were still some notable highlights.
The team started out with an offensive
torrent, winning three.games over
Albertus Magnus. The next match
against Wesleyan was lost, but Bants'
captain Leslie Remmington felt that," it
was one of the best games of the sea-
son," because Trinity's offensive and
defensive came together and kept them
in the match until the last points. The
team's next win was at the Rhode Is-
land Tournament, where they were able
to split six matches. Trinity was able to
round off their season with a a win over
Western Connecticut.
Although Women's Volleyball had
its problems this year, the team looks
good for next year: They return a great
deal of their height in Hardin Barton
'96, Stephanie Kupa, Alissa Pavone '97,
and Alice McCartney '97. This height
will continue their defensive presence.
Along with their height, they return
their setting core of All league nominee
Maritza Ubides and sophomore talent
Stephanie Mandell. Although the team
is losing their three talented seniors,
defensive star Yvonne VanDer
Groen,and co-captain Leslie
Remmington and Ya Jen Chang, they
have a plethora of fresh young talent.
But the Bants will be hard pressed
to replace the offensive duo "of the
graduating Leslie Remington and late
season sophomore standout, Chrissy
Jackson, who will be abroad next year.
The graduation of the star defensive
back court tandem Alissa Pavone and
Ya Jen Chang will hurt the defense. But
overall, the team has a great deal of
potential and looks to turn it around in
the 1994 season.
Fun Boys Have Dominos To Go with a 14-7 Victory
1955's Remarkable Athletes
continued from page J
1954 squad. Alexander was also a tre-
mendous athlete and leader as he was
awarded the Most Valuable Player
award for the 1955 season in which he
threw 17 touchdown passes. Named
First Team All-New England and hon-
orablementionAll-Kast, Alexander was
also awarded Trinity's highest athletic
honor, the Blanket Award, for lettering
in three sports. Alexander was drafted
by the Chicago Bears after the season.
Other top players on the. team in-
cluded George Kelleher '57, a halfback
who was also a very good receiver.
Kelleher scored 55 points for the 1955
team. Sam Niness '57 was.an end who
was named First Team All-New: En-
gland after scoring eight touchdowns.
Dick Nlssi '56 was a co-captain and half
back. The offensive and defensive lines
were anchored Ray Arammt '56, Gerry
Pauley '56, and Gerry Channell '57.
Some notables on the 1955 line include
Paul Cataido '57, father of 1993 tri-cap-
tain Mike Cataido, and Ward S. Curren
'57, presently an economics professor at
Trinity.
The team, althoughitonlyhad nine-
teen players, was close knit and hard
nosed. AH of the players played both
offense and defense for the team. In the
first game of the 1955 season, the Ban-
tams defeated Williams 28-0, only al-
lowing the Ephmen 105 yards total of-
fense. Bobby Alexander led the team
the next week in a 35-14 victory over
Bowdoin by passing for three touch-
downs and intercepting a Polar Bear
pass himself, Withonlyl6players suited
up for the Tufts game, the Bantams
came from behind to defeat the Jumbos
26-20. Alexander hit Sam Niness late in
the fourth quarter for the winning score.
The next week, the Bantams routed
St. Lawrence 33-0 and stood 4-0 going
into their game with the United States
CoastGuard Academy. Charlie Sticka's
95 yard touchdown run was the high-
light as the Bantams shutout the Cadets
27-0.
One week later, the Bantams had
to come from behind again to defeat
Amherst.Losingathalftime, 14-13, Trin-
ity scored four unanswered touch-
downs in the second half to defeat the
Lord Jeffs 38-14.
The last game of the year was
against rival Wes\eyan. Before a crowd
0/8,000, the Bantams pounded the Car-
dinals, who were crowned Little Three
champions, 46-6. The Bantams accu-
mulated 483 yards of total offense, Sticka
gained 154 yards rushing on 14 carries
and Alexander was 9 of 12 for 124 yards
and three touchdowns.
Robert Morris commented about
the many weapons on the 1955 team, "If
the defense concentrated on Sticka in-
side, Dick Noble '57 and Kelleher ran to
the outside, If the wide sweeps ace
stopped, Sticka would run up the
middle. If you stop them on the ground,
Alexander would pass to the backs and
end Sam Niness." The 1955 team com-
pleted the season 7-0, undefeated and
untied. The 1955 was indeed incredible,
. it will forever be remembered as one of
the best in Trinity pigskin history.
*Most of the information and sta-
tistics about the 1955 season was taken
from Robert S. Morris' book Pigskin
Parade At Trinity — Volume II. pub-
lished 1966,by the Trinity College Press.
Dominos Can't Deliver In Less Than 30 Minutes
BYJONMOSKOWITZ
Sports Editor >.,-,.;
This year's intramural football play-
offs showcased the return of the leagues
two best teams. In a battle that wasn't
determined until the final drive of the
game, the Fun Boys held on to defeat
Dominos in front of a sellout crowd of 20.
Dominos, lead by captain Donny
Gowan '95 and quarterback Al Carbone
'95 entered the game with a 6-1 record.
The Fun Boys coached by junior Adam
Intramural Football
Fun Boys: , 'y'i4;'^:';:\
Goldfarb, and led on the field by captain
JP Saulnier '95 entered with an unde-
feated record, 7-0.
Dominos' only loss came at the hands
of the Fun Boys early in the season, as
they were shut down 42-0. But Dominos
was without the service of their two start-
ing cornerbacks, juniors Kevin Baxter '95
and Dave Rhoads '95.Each team reached
the finals using two very different styles
of play. Dominos has one of the bigger
teams in the league, and used their brute
force to win games. Josh Weinstein'95,
the Outland Trophy Winner for the top
lineman in the league, anchored a Domi-
nos defensive front that led the league in
sacks.
Offensively, Dominos used a con-
trolled passing attack to defeat many of
the teams. A pure pocket passer,
Carbone'sfavoritetargetwashisbigtight
end Gowan. When Gowan wasn't open,
he liked to spread it around to his
wideouts, senior Steve Tedeschi and
sophomore Mark Popeleski. Not known
for their blaring speed, the Domino re-
ceivers excelled at making the sure
handed catch.
The Fun Boys, one of the smallest
teams in the league, won many of their
games by sheer determination and intes-
tinal fortitude. The Fun Boys were also
the champions of 1992. But last year
however, they were known as the Big
Green Yuccas, but because they lostmany
of their players to leagues over seas, they
decided to change their name.
The team was known for their raw
speed and'run and shoot'potential. Se-
nior Dave Hetheringtbn, a free agent
acquisition during the offseason, led the
team behind center. Hetherington, a
scrambling quarterback had three very
fast weapons.
Flanker Dan Coppola '95, was
known for his deceptive speed and pass
catching ability. Split End Jason
Pienkowski '95, one of the most feared
receivers in the league has made many
defensive backs look silly with his amaz-
ing ability to cut back, while tight end
Dave McKenna '95 was a very smart,
quick receiver who played well in
Goldfarb's system.
Juniors Jim Adams, Dave Henry,
Jim DeMichele and Aaron Burrows an-
chored the offensive line.
On the defensive side of the ball,
juniors Ron Cino and Jon Moskowitz
controlled the defense play calling from
the free safety position.
The Fun Boys struck early in the firs t
half on a 45 yard reception by Pienowski
from Hetherington. Pienkowski blew by
Dave Rhoads on the coverage, and as he
was trying to recover, he gotspunaround
and couldn't catch up to Pienkowski
along the sideline.
The scored remained 7-0, until late
in the first half. On a second and goal
from the 5 yard line, Al Carbone dropped
baektopass and was lookingfor Tedeschi.
Dan Coppola, who was on the coverage,
was actually in position to intercept the
ball, but Tedeschi pushed off, grabbed
the ball, and waltzed into the endzone.
The team, however ruled Tedeschi had
interfered with Coppola and the play
was called back.
On the next play, Carbone found
Gowan on a quick slant in the end zone.
Gowan made a spectacular diving catch
for the ball.
Tied 7-7 at halftime, the Fun Boys
regrouped. On the ensuing kickoff, the
Fun Boys mounted a drive that culmi-
naled in a touchdown pass to Dave
McKenna.
That's the way it stayed until the
whistle blew endingthe game. Both team
knew it was a hard fought battle. "Ji was
the most competitive game we had all
season; we certainly had to earn the cham-
pionship," commented Fun Boys team
captain Sauinier.
Expect both teams to be competitive
again next year. Of the 22 players on
both teams rosters, 18 of them are jun-
Please turn to page 2
Announcement Announcement





Rutha Harris aad Chiick
Neblitt plus two new
members.
When: Thursday at 8:00 EM.
Where: Washington Room
Reception To Follow In Alumni Lounge
There will also be a musical lecture at
1:15 in Rittenbeig Lounge
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Final Game vs. Amherst gets Canceled
Will Next Year Be Better? Soccer Waiting For Answer
BY MICHAEL ANEIRO
Sports Writer
The men's soccer team
learned that i ts season had come
to an end last week when its
final game against Amherst,
scheduled for this past Satur-
day, was cancelled due to the
Lord Jeffs' participation in the
NCAA Division III tournament.
The announcement followed
several days of uncertainty, dur-
ing which team members prac-
ticed informally while awaiting
the final word from the NCAA
committee and from the
Amherst coaching staff. The
announcement came around
mid-week, and meant that the
team'sseasonhadofficiallycon-
cluded on October 30th with
Trinity's 4-0 loss at Middlebury.
The team's final 1993 record
of 5-8 fell one loss short of match-
ing the 1992 squad's 5-9 mark,
but the difference was that last
year's team was attempting to
rebuild after the loss of several
key players to graduation. This
year's team, on the other hand,
entered the season with high
hopes as well as a talented, ex-
perienced team, but was frus-
trated throughout by a seem-
ingly inexplicable inability to
translate that talent into a win-
ning program.
"I think that we were just
unlucky the whole season," said
the team with six goals on the
year, "This team had the most
talent I've seen in my four years
here,butl don't know whathap-
pened. We were just unlucky."
The players were virtually
unanimous in pointing to the
team's first few games as the
high point of the season. In the
preseason, the Bantams defeated
a Babson squad that would go
NCAA Division III tournament.
The 1-0 Trinity victory proved
to be one of the few times that
the team lived up to its fullest
potential and serves as a testa-
ment to the talent Trinity pos-
sessed.
The Bantams started out 2-
0 in the regular season, with a
pair of come-from-behind over-
time victories against Coast
Guard and Nichols. But then
their fortunes changed. First
theyfell2-l to a mediocre M.I.T.
squad. Then they were
outmatched by Connecticut
College, the defending ECAC
champions, losing 3-0.
Perhaps the- team's most
disappointing game came dur-
ing Parents' Weekend against
Williams. Trinity broke ascore-
less draw with a goal 70 minutes
into the match, but could not
hold on and surrendered two
goals in the final ten minutes,
falling 2-1. The loss was par-
ticularly bitter as Williams went
on to go undefeated, finishing
the regular season with a 12-0-1
record, national ranking and
berth in the NCAA Division III
tournament.
Crestfallen, the team lost its
next game to lowly Western
New England College, and then
fell again to W.P.I, for its fifth
straight defeat. But the Ban-
tams put together a midseason
comeback, posting consecutive
wins against Clark, Tufts awd
Eastern Connecticut to even
their record at 5-5.
Unfortunately, those would
prove tobethe team's final wins,
as the squad lost its next three
games against Bowdoin, Wes-
ley an and Middlebury, and then
had its final game against
Amherst called off. The cancel-
lation of the Amherst game de-
nied Trinity the chance to com-
plete its season on a positiveon to post a 12-2-1 regular sea-
son record and qualify for the note with an unset against the
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undefeated Lord Jeffs.
"I would have liked to play
Amherst, because hopefully we
could have gotten something
back from the season, some re-
spect, if we had played well and
beaten them, which I think we
could have," said Chris Piliero,
one of the team's four senior
captains. Nevertheless, the play-
ers put it in perspective.
"It's nice to play Amherst
andeverything,buta'tthatpoint
they were already in the NC AAs
and I don't they would have
came in with the feeling that it
was an important game," said
Pat Bruno '95. "I don't think it
would have been a useful game
to play if one team doesn't want
to really be involved in it."
The team will lose five se-
niors who have been key ele-
ments to the team over their ca-
reers at Trinity. Captains Stan
Stolarz and Armin Afsar-
Keshmiri have been four-year
letterwinners and the mainstays
of the Bantam defense. Stolarz
has been an extremely consis-
tent back, and the guttural
grunts issued from his mouth
every time he heads the ball will
be sorely missed by players and
fans alike.
Keshmiri brought a unique
intensity to the field for Trinity,
one that resulted in an impres-
Please turn to page 7
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Senior forward TimYqtes, known for his hustle mid aggressive style, is tupped up \*hil«- going ior
thf ball.
50 Strikes And You're
Out! An Effort In Futility
BY BRYAN SATTER
Sports Writer
Charlie Brown. The Wash-
ington Generals. The AFC. What
do they all have in common?
All own ridiculously long los-
ing streaks. They all come up
short again when it comes to
matching the Trinity men's
. j
, Cross Country team in futility.
For the fiftieth straight year the
Bantams were defeated by the
Wesleyan Cardinals in the an-
nual dual meet, held last Thurs-
day in Manchester. Not fifteen.
Fifty. FIFTY.
Trinity was simply out-tal-
ented this year b'y the deeper,
more experienced Wesleyan
squad, which managed to place
five runners in the top six.
The only saving grace for
the men from Hartford was se-
nior captain, Steve Harding,
wHo, with family looking on for
the first time in his college ca-
reer, was able to finish second
and avoid a Cardinal sweep.
Harding continued his
storybook season by establish-
ing his own course record of
26:46 for five miles.. He had set
his all time personal record last
weekend, at 26:36 by finishing
sixth and earning all NESCAC
honors - the first Bantam in
more than a decade to earn that
award. On Thursday, Harding
finished a minute and a half be-
hind his nemesis, and three time
NESCAC champion, Joe
Mahoney. Mahoney set the
record at Trinity for the second
time in a month by finishing the
two year old course in a nifty
25:15.
Despite the Bantams fail-
ure to beat Wesleyan, they did
provide some hope for the fu-
ture. Although the cardinals
dominated the lead pack,
Trinity's top seven were still able
to defeat the Cardinal's top
seven. Only the first five run-
ners on each team count for scor-
ing, but the additional two are
necessary for displacement'
Trinity's youth, and their
performance in the race, has
caused coach George Suitor to
be optimistic toward the next
three years. Freshman Paul
Lordan, Chris Bride '95, and
Freshmen Rob Johnson, Joe
O'Hare, and Chuck Baker '97
came in seventh thru eleventh,
respectively, and Josh Olson '97
was not far behind at thirteenth.
After the "Fab Five," old
man Bryan Satter '95 crawled in
at sixteenth, freshmen Greg
Engstrom and Nate Will were
18th and 19th, and Mike Jones
'96 rounded out the top twenty.
The female Bantams were
more evenly matched with Wes-
leyan, but thanks to a late surge
the Cardinals were able to come
out on top, thus sweeping the
dual meet.
Junior captain Alexis Colby
ran a tremendous race and was
able to stay close to the Cardi-
nals' Sarah Harm, the reigning
NESCAC champion. Colby fin-
ished second, just five seconds
behind a record shattering per-
formance by Harm, who won
the race in 18:51. Harm estab-
lished a new course record, and
Colby had to shave nearly thirty
seconds off her previous home
best in order to stay as close as
she did. Colby finished ninth
last week, just missing all-
NESCAC honors.
Fantastic freshman Jill
Romano showed that she was
not impressed with the Wes-
leyan mystique and easily came
in third, two minutes behind
Colby.
MerridithMinerd '96 came
in sixth, sandwiched between
two Cardinals, with a time of
21:31, easily her best race in
weeks.
The Bantam women were
anchored by sophomore Amy
Marcotte, and freshmen Ashley
Hammarth and Carla Forte, who
came in eleventh thru thirteenth,
respectively.
The Cross Country team
will conclude its season next
weekend at the Division III New
England Championships in
Southeastern Massachusetts.
Harding and Colby will be gun-
ning for a berth in the national
finals meetin Iowa in two weeks.
And as for the men's losing
streak? Well even good ol'
Charlie Brown hit a game win-
ning home run earlier this year.
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Whalers Get: Rangers Get: Blackhawks Get:
Darren Turcotte, center
James Patrick, def enseman
BryanMarchrnent, defense
*A percentage of Patrick's
salary will be paid by his origi-
nal club, The New York Rang-
ers
IflEWYORKl
Steve Larmer, right wing
Nick Kypreos, left wing
Barry Richter, defenseman
Whalers' fifth or sixth
round draft choice
*Richter is currently play-
ing with the US Olympic team.
Patrick Poulin, left wing
Eric Weinrich, defense
Whalers Make Changes In Attempt to Shake Up Roster
BY JON MOSKOWITZ
Sports Editor "~~
When you don't win in eleven
straight games something big is going to
happen. Maybe you will end up in the
cellar of your division. Maybe you will
attract under 7,500 fans. Maybe, you will
trade some of your young 'potential play-
ers'. If you are the Whalers, they will all
come true in the span of a week.
General manager Paul Holmgren
had to do something drastic, and if that
meant a trade, he was prepared to make
the move. In a three way deal with the
New York Rangers and the Chicago
Blackhawks, the Whalers acquired some
much needed help defensively and got
some new blood at center to help with
the scoring drought.
The Whalers acquired center Darren
Turcotte and defenseman James Patrick
from the Rangers. Turcotte, in his fifth
full season in the NHL became the third
Ranger to notch 25 goals or more in each
of his first four seasons in the league. He
is a shifty skater who rarely get penal-
ized. Turcotte averaged only 40 penalty
minutes a season.
Patrick is a quick, high scoring
defenseman. A ten year veteran, he will
bring experience to a young defensive
squad. Patrick's playing time has dimin-
ished greatly the last fewvyears as he feeL
behind Brian Leetch in the Ranger line-
up. The change of scenery should bring
new life to this crafty veteran. Patrick
truly believes that he could be a contrib-
uting factor to this ball club. "I know I'm
la Liu d R'tti'i pfawi I J
more tonight [November 3 vs. Calgary]
then I did all year. I felt more tired near
the end, but a few more days of condi-
tioning, I'll be right back to normal."
The Whalers also acquired Bryan
Marchment from the Chicago
Blackhawks. A 24 year old from
Scarborough, Ontario, Marchment, has
been known as a hard hitter throughout
the league. In 78 games with the
Blackhawks last season, Marchment led
the team in penalty minutes with 313
minutes in the box.
Marchment recognizes his role on
the team. "I want to help out the team in
any way I can. I'm there to keep the puck
out of the net. I hope maybe if I get a big
hit in, turn the team around and play a
little more physical, I can better contrib-
ute to this team winning."
The Whalers lost Patrick Poulin, a
second year left wing who had 20 goals
and 51 points in his rookie season, to the
Blackhawks. Defenseman Eric Weinrich,
a member of the Whalers first line, was
also sent to Chicago. The acquisition of
Patrick and Marchment more than make
up for the loss of Weinrich, and Poulin
was struggling and riding the bench for
most of his sophomore season.
To the Rangers went tyick Kypreos,
a checking left wing, who has heen sus-
pended indefinitely for a stick incident
in Dallas. The Rangers also acquired
Barry Richter, a Whalers draft pick play-
ing with team USA and a conditional
draft choice.
Hartford has made poor trades in
the past, but this one is different. They
traded inconsistent plf'tcs for dcrcnd-
KtlLT LULUS
James Patrick had two goals and an
assist in his Whalers debut.
KElllI <LOU!'
Center Darren Turcotte played the
point on the Whalers power play.
Rival Homecoming Game
contimtedfrompage3
Devanneyhad two interceptions, includ-
ing one for a 68 yard touchdown, which
propelled him to be named as the ECAC
Defensive Player of the Week.
Trinity's quarterback, Paul
Broderick '93, also had a very good day,
Broderick completed 17 of 22 passes for
193 yards • and three touchdowns.
Broderick was well protected by his of-
fensive line, led by 1st Team All-ECAC
selection Adam Laput '93, the whole
afternoon.
Besides the two to McDavitt,
Broderick also threw a touchdown pass
to Mike Giardi '93, who turned a quick
out into a nifty 16 yard touchdown re-
ception. Trinity's defense also played
well, holding Wesleyan's big gun, half
back Mike Muraca, to an average day.
Trinity finished 1992 with a 6-2
record, Wesleyan finished 4-4.
1993 - Dan Jessee Field, Hartford,
Ct:
Wesleyan has been led by two
sophomores: running back Dave
Cottrell, who is the leading rusher in the
NESCAC, and elusive quarterback Troy
Robinson.
Trinity counters with a variety of
weapons, both offensively and defen-
sively; Junior quarterback Steve Mikul-
ski;halfbacks Shaun Kirby '95, who has
tied the school record with 14 touch-
downs so far this season, and Scott
Maurer '96; split end Tommy McDavitt;
along with defensive backs Eric Mudry
'93 and Greg Schramm '95, six intercep-
tions each, linebackers Ryan Hankard
'96 andMarty Tighe '95, and junior line-
men Sean Hankard and Rick Fonte.
able veterans who have some experi-
ence. Turcotte, is only 25 and should be
around the league for many years. The
only risk they took is the one on Poulin.
If Poulin lives up to everyone's expecta-
tions, then the Whalers will look really
bad for giving up on a 21 year old player.
But, if he continues to struggle, then the
Whalers look even smarter for dumping
him, when he was still a potential asset to
another team.
The Whalers had to make a move.
They needed to do something to rattle
this team, and break up the losing
thoughts. "We have got to put all this
negative stuff behind us," explains
Turcotte. "We just need to take the posi-
tive things we do in the game and build
on that."
The Whalers will see if they can pull
things together back at the Civic Center.
Tonight, they take on Team USA in an
exhibition match with this years Olym-
pic squad. Tomorrow, the will take on
the Ottawa Senators, while on Saturday
they host the Edmonton Oilers. All of the
games start at 7:40 pm and tickets can be
purchasedattheCivicCenter Box Office.
James Patrick scores as he follows his own rebound.
KELLY COUiS
Soccer Season Closes at 5-8
Continued/mm page 6
sive four-year collection of yellow cards
for "Hammer." But his production on
the field more than made up for his
occasional outbursts, and Coach Ed
Mighten will be hard-pressed to find
someone capable of replacing him.
Piliero, a midfielder, was a consis-
tentplayer who'improved steadily each
of his four years and worked his way
into the Bantams' starting lineup over
the last two seasons.
Up front, the Bantams will lose
Rodriguez' exceptional talent as a fin-
isher and pure scorer. After not playing
last year, Paulo returned this season to
lead the team in scoring and provided
one of the most spectacular individual
performances of the year, when he
scored the tying and game-winning
;oals in just thirty minutes of playing
time in the team's season-opening 4-3
overtime win against Coast Guard.
Finally, the team will lose its other
captain, forward Tim Yates. Yates' in-
credible speed and playmaking ability
made him one of the mos t excitingplay-
ers to watch, and also made him the
focus of opposing defenses'attempts to
shut down the Trinity offense. When
Yates was on, Trinity usually found a
way to win.
The team will return with a sub-
stantial core of talented players next
year, and it remains to be seen whether
the 1994Bantams willbe able to find the
winning formula they have not been
able to come up with these past two
years. : '..;,.' , ..
"There are definitely things we
need to improve on for next year," said
Bruno. "Hopefully we can get them
straightened out before next season so
we can have a winning season, because
we definitely have the talent, we've just
got to put it together now."
But in the meantime, the team is
still at a loss to figure out exactly what
went wrong this time around.
"It was not a bitter.season in any
sense, we all got along well together
and I enjoyed being with the guys,"
Piliero said. "I'm still puzzled to see
how it got to this point. For us to end the
season with such a bad record—I just
don't know."
Structuring A Logical Argument
Conducted by Beverly Wall
Tuesday, November 16, 1993
7:00-8:15 p.m.
The Writing Center • 115 Vernon St.
Aristotle claimed it was simple: "Necessarily, you state your case, and
you prove it." But then Aristotle was, well, Aristotle. If you want to
write logically and powerfully, whatever the subject or course assign-
ment, you need to master the basic structure of arguments. This
workshop will get you thinking in the right direction.













































































































































D1V III New England Champ. S.E. Mass.
Field Hockey

















Hevesy 3-2-0- ' 12
RECEIVING
Player No. Yds Avg
Yaker 28 433 15.5
Wilner 25 226 9.0
Lawrence8 56 7.0
Farnell 5 78 15.6
Truslow4 12 3.0





























This week's athlete of the week goes to the
entire defensive unit of the women's field
hockey team. Alisha Wayman '95, Marcia Gray
'94, Vivian Chong '95, Kate Carty '95, Aranya
Albert '96, and Heather Morgan '96 held the
Herons of William-Smith, the defending Na-
tional Champions, to one goal and only nine
shots in a quadruple overtime quarterfinal
match. The previous day they shut down #1
regional seed, Plymouth State, as they held the
Cougars to one goal and 3 shots on net.
College #teto Cafe
Monday:. Elm City Night
Tuesday: $3.50 Pitchem
Come down to The Mew
for lunch or dinner.
Watch football games
Sunday Nights.
